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Abstract

This paper describes a goal programming approach to

modeling the rapid deployment of combat units which offers.

decisive advantages over any- current methodology. it

accounts for both intertheater and intratheater afr7; 4t, anid

can be used to optimally plan movement schedules for

predetermined forces or optimally choose and move s force

from a list of available units and airlift resources to meet

specified goals. Both methods are demonstrated, snc,!A1i~no ca

the goal programming model minimizes wastled resources anz!

accomplishes desired goals both faster and more exactly- tna-

the current interservice operating system. The mode',

doeloped for demonstration uses 212 variables an~d 13cS

separate equations. In addition, a flexible responss s,.r-ace

methodology is used to generate a full parametric sensitiv!:t-:

analysis, resulting in the reduction of a fully- cormruteriz,:

and intricate large scale programming model to an eqat~or

programmable on a hand-held calculator, w~ith minimal error'.

A demonstration is presented comparing relative advantai-es o+

C-5 and C-17 aircraft procurement, in a proposed addition of

50 aircraft to the current airlift fleet, with simultaneou sv

varying airport capacities and deploy'mmnt distanc:es.

vi! *



I. Introduction

This thesis was developed in response to a perceived

need to approach the deployment of combat forces using a

total system methodology, rather than the present method of

separate mission/service optimization studies. The model

developed in this research effort is a multiobjective

optimization which addresses intertheater movement,

intratheater movement, and deployable unit capabilities.

Backqround

In 1980, the United States government identified a

requirement for a capability to move large corventional

(non-nuclear) ground forces to any location within a broad

geographic area centered on Southwest Asia. Therefcre, it

formed the Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDJTF), no,,

redesignated the Central Command (CENTCOM). This force

consists of the 82nd Airborne Division, the 101st Airborne

Division (Airmobile), the 24th Infantry Division, two Ranger

battal ions, and Air Force, Navy and Marine forces. Tne PDJTF

Army units are all forces which facilitate air transport-

abi l i ty.

Although CENTCOM was developed in direct resporse to a

perceived threat, the Air Force has insufficient air.-raft

resources to support the full and rapid deployment of CENTIl',

assets. The Army, in its deployment planning, can con.ice-

only the current inventory of Military Airlifft Ccmrnand (MAi

assets. When planning a depic,.ment, therefore, criti_ 'MI



decisions must be made as to how best to use limited air

transport. The basic decision must key on increasing the

combat potential available to the ground commanders at the

risk of reducing the sustainability of the already deployed

force. Combat potential is a complex and currently largely

subjective index of the fighting capabilities of the force,

based on deployed troops, tanks, and artillery. Sustain-

ability is the continued ability of a force to fight in the

event its supply line is interrupted by either enemy actions

or natural means, such as weather. Sustainability is

provided both by supplies and by combat support units such as

maintenance companies.

Examples of failure in both deployed combat potential

and sustainability can be demonstrated by historical example.

One example is from World War II when the Soviet Union

conducted brigade-sized airdrop operations near German

armored units. The armored units quickly eliminate,= the

relatively low combat potential the parachutists represented.

In another example, sustainability was demonstrated in the

loss of the German Sixth Army at Stalingrad. A large,

powerful force was defeated because of insufficient and

improperly distributed supplies. At the end, the still

powerful Sixth Army surrendered, showing low morale and an

inability to engage some targets due to lack of ammunition.

The U.S. Army must plan its deployment of forces to

avoid both of these extreme cases. Currently scenario .iar

plans are developed by operations analysts, ioho determine

-2



what forces they believe are required and by wrnat date .+r .

given scenario. Logisticians then calculate rezuired

supplies to support the force, using tabulated da-t. Given

this data, the transportation officers attempt to move the

required force packages by the required dates. If this is

deemed impossible,'the force planners either extend the

required due dates or reduce the planned force.

The implementation of this process has resulted in Under

Secretary of Defense Chayes reporting a requirement for

between 58 and 158 C-5A equivalents in order to meet urgent

national security needs (Ref 16:38). Limited air.ift assets

prevent the Army from moving everything it requires. to

respond to a major threat at a single time. Therefore,

decision makers must be able to evaluate, at each point in

time, how best to use the forces and resources avaiab.,

This should be done by incorporating into the process the

redction of airlift resources caused by each fcrce i t';

"tail", the logistical requrements of the force.

Although ti is a critical considerat~or for U.E.

pIanners, research to date has addressed the prot a. cr1' X

peripherally. The U.S. Army War College I iE s :-t

"strategic issues...most relevant and urgent 4o.r the Pr-. :.D

studY" (Ref 3:23) specifically identifies tre -sse Q4

sustainability and strategic mobilitv as a-, . o1ued rese-::

area. Col. Dale Chief of the War Colle'e '.

Operations and F -ing group; LTC. Murp-,. - -- ' -

to the Doctrina J Force Issue- -- , :' "e z .

...... : t f': % %p " " ' '" V "V *"C



Military Strategy department; and Mr. J.E. Trinnamen, head of

4 Medi terranean studies -for the Strategic Studies Te sti t--te,

have all separately proposed that immedi ate research be

conducted on this topic (Ref 3:26-18).

Probl em

There is presently no methodology ,,hich determines how

the interactions of unit weight, combat attrbutes, IogiSti cs

needs, and airlift resources can be jointly optimized.

Because of this, there is currentl.,v no system to determir, e

analytically, the optimal force mix or the inc r-e ent

advantage in deployed power attainable by ar inc.emerta,

change in airlift resources.

Research Objective

The primary objective of this research effort is to

determine a methodology by which to optimize combat pot.,,er.

delivereo to a theater during a specified time, within

acceptable levels of force sustainabil ity. The use of this

methodology is demonstrated through implementation of a

nsmall-scale model. The objective measure of merit is a

I methodology which simultaneously incorporates unit ,,eichts.

requirements, combat power attributes, resources, and

in-theater constraints to find global optimal solutions, and

allows sensitivity analysis of the inter!, sloti nships in

order to determine relative worth of the s.. -. ift resou7,ces.

4
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1. With the emphasis on rapid deployment, this st.

wiIl address only air-deployed, air-supported units. Tf

close presence, in a crisis, of logistics ships or Marlr

Amphibious units is fortuitous, but cannot be relied upc

with current worldwide commitments.

2. Only the case of CENTCOM deploying into a singl

friendly airfield capable of supporting strategic airlil

will be developed.

3. Once deployed into theater, the standard supp1>

consumption rates will be used.

4. This study will incorporate only Air Force airc

and designated Civilian Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) to move

CENTCOM assets.

5. This study will not cover any attrition modeli

forces leadihg to decreased supply requirements.

6. Sustainabi I i tx wi 11 be kept as a constant measu

across the entire deployed force. That is, all forces,

unsupplied, would run out of all supplies at the r rame t;

This is assumed as a logical result of proper logist ca.

plannning, as it wouldn't be acceptable, in combat, to r

out of ammunition but have ten days food or, hand, or i

versa.

Assumptions

1. The posture-related combat supply ,requirements

.- ** w d~ & - V ~ -'



listed in Army Field Manual 101-10-1 and Army Supply 2uletin

710-2 relates the best expectations of Army logisticians and

is assumed to be accurate.

2. Combat power as a variable can be given a definitive

value in a set scenario for a given type urit, and te

utility of all deployable units, in relation to each other,

can be rank ordered. Although quantifiable values for the

abilities of each type*of unit are difficult to determine,

experts in the field of operations planning should be able to

quickly, accurately, and subjectively rank order the rel.tive

unit desirability (Ref 9, 21).

3. Aircraft moving units may be cross-loaded k.tith more

than one unit. A linear trade-off relationship is assumed

between different categories of cargo. Therefore, if an

aircraft is filled to 50% of its oversize carry capacity, it

can still add up to 50% of bulk carry capacity.

4. An Aerial Port of Delivery (APOD) exists which has a

ground l ink to the area of force employment, and at least one

secondary airfield exists in the area of the deployed force

l ocat i on.

5. Free (no transportation cost) aircraft POL is

available in unlimited quantities at the Iirfields. This is

a common assumption and will be repeated hese. If this is

eventually not the case, the sorties available may be reduced

or the cargo capacities changed.

6. The air cargo weight of a unit can be completel'

expressed: in terms of outsize, oversize, and bulk ci.",o!, iln"



these categories are independent of the aircraft hauling the

cargo.

Methodology

The overall objective of this study is to develop a

methodology to maximize combat power delivered to a theater

as a function of time. This can be broken into two

subordinate and equally important goals: maximize the combat

power delivered, and minimize the time it takes to deliver

it. Constraints, which could be expressed as goals, because

variance from them is allowable but undesirable, are the

following:

1. Keep a certain fixed or minimum ratio between combat

and combat support units.

2. Keep unit sustainability, as reflected by percentage

of required supplies delivered, at a fixed level.

3. Maximize the anti-tank strength, defensive +rontage

or firepower of the deployed force.

4. Maximize utilization of Air Force airlift assets, in

tonnage and allowable cubage.

Constraints which are absolute are the follot.wino:

1. Outsize cargo will fit only outsize capable

aircraft. Oversize cargo will fit on outsize capabie

aircraft or on oversize capable aircraft. Bulk cargo will

fit on all cargo-carrying aircraft.

2. A deployed unit consumes suplies at a fixe,: rate

7



for its given state, related to its combat posture.

3. There is a limit on the number of each type of

aircraft available.

4. There is a limit on the number of sorties the Aerial

N Port of Delivery (APOD) can service.

5. CRAF, C-5, and C-141 aircraft can only land at the

APOD. C-17 and C-130 aircraft are capable of direct

delivery, or of landing at the APOD. C-141's can direct

deliver airborne units and supplies by airdrop, or land at

the APOD.

6. Unit sustainability has a floor. United States

National Command Authority will not build up force strength

at the expense of letting troops already deployed run out of

ammunition or food.

7. Supplies delivered to the APOD for front-line forces

must be trucked or airlifted to the combrat forces at the

front.

Once the model is mathematically formulated, it is

evaluated as to the combat power per unit time it deli'.ers to

the theater of operations. This measure of effectiveness is

tested over several scenarios, varying APOD capacity,

distance from APOD to the front, and the available aircraft

force mix. Finally, a determination is made as to whether

this attempt at model ing the problem of del ivering com_-at

power offers advantages over current processes.

Pictorially, the model is as shown in Figure 1.

i@ . " " r '"' . ''' , ' ''' ' " "";. . . */," . "' .'.'f''",",:-,' .:"". ,i..,"-.'"SZ



Format

Chapter II of this paper provides a description of

complexity and realism issues associated with force

employment models, followed by a brief review of currently

used models. Prevailing assumptions and approaches are

addressed.

Chapter III provides a brief description of the

available means of modeling to approach the problem and shows

why goal programming is selected. Additionally, it describes

briefly the underlying mathematical preliminaries of the gocai

programming formulation.

Chapter IV addresses the underlying assumptions of the

model approach, and describes model parameters, both inputted

and computed.%

Chapter V presents the development of the model,

including the constraint set and the goal formulations. Each

constraint set is accompanied by a description of its use and

applicability.

Chapter VI addresses the model options which can be

developed by the inclusion of additional variables and

constraints.

Chapter VII provides a numerical example with a

generated scenario.

Chapter VIII presents a discussion of sensitivity issues

and model stability. This is extended to an analysis o-F th's

benefits to be gained by expanding the analysis of a sing~le

model run to the generation of a flexible response su--face



based on a feasible ranging of the cri tical variables.

Chapter IX demonstrates the interrelationship of five

key variables by use of a multiple analysis of variance, and

then generates a flexible response surface using a fractional

factorial minimum bias design based on a cube plus star plus

center point second order surface. The relative worth oTf

each response surface variable is explored over its range,

and a simple estimation of trade-off points between two

airlift aircraft developed.

Chapter X presents the conclusions of this research as

to whether the explored methodology has val id appl icati-ns

for military modeling, and presents observations which are a

result of the model output.

-ON,



II. Literature Review

In reviewing pertinent literature, this research

investigated two separate areas: the deployed unit attributes

and requirements (both movement and logistical supply), and

current strategic deployment models available to fulfill the

research objectives. The first portion of this literature

review develops the unit attributes and requirements. The

final portion reviews existing deployment models.

Unit Attributes

1. Available models to analyze combat potential

Many attempts have been made at model ing Army combat

power, most utilizing Lanchester equations (Ref 33).

Lanchester equations are large mathematical models which

relate small unit combat and all its variables to a system of

differential equations. These models utilize low level

tactical engagements and then aggregate these engagements for

increasingly higher level units. The models are sensitive to

small variations in tactical deployments (Ref 45:36).

An alternative, the Historical Evaluation Research

Organization (HERO) Quantified Judgemental Model (C'jT) has

been developed and utilized over a wide range of engagements,

including the latest Mideast wars. Analysis results are

comparable to or better than the results of the

Lanchester-based aggregate models (Ref 15:150). This 1...

model can also be used independently of enemy force



structure. Al though it has not yet been used for fcreca.st r:

capabilities, it is capable of doing so, and of being a.pi ez

to a Mideast/Southwest Asia deployed force (Re* 15:131). The

QJM method, although programmed or the AFIT computer,

requires an extensive breakdown of every unit, and ever::.

weapon, and ballistic data on every weapon. Its basic

methodology rel ies on a number of generated

interrelationships between input factors to obtain

generalized variables. These variables are ther manipulated

by a quadratic equation obtained through historical factor

regression analysis to determine an end result, gi.en s an

output.

The Army War College has a strategic mobility exercise.

followed by a large-scale tactical exercise, which assigns

values to combat units. These values were developed at the

Army War College by consensus among the faculty and sta4f.

Analysis of Delphi consensus closure techniques has revea'ec!

an extremely good correspondence between actual variabe

values and those estimated by a consensus formulation among

knowledgeable participants (Ref 9). Since the facult:- and

staff are of extremely high caliber, it can be assumed t.nat

the combat values associated with the various units have a

reasonable degree of validity, or at least are excellent

starting values.

2. Methods of estimating Anti-Tank capabil, .ies.

To estimate the anti-tank (AT) cap.bil ity of :war-,cus

units, many separate studies and analyses conducte: .:. ti-

12



Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and the Army's

TRASANA "think-tank" have been done listing the assets

available and implying linear relationships between numbers

of systems and unit worths in the AT role (Ref 27:26).

Systems can be weighted as to their average performance.

3. Methods of estimating unit defensive abilitX.

The capability of a unit to man a front line, or hold a

perimeter, is largely a reflection of its infantry strength.

adjusted by mobility (Ref 15:150;45). This Front-Line-Trace

capability, or limit on defensive frontage, is readily

available in Army field manuals specific to the Army units..

Equipment restrictions on Force buildup:

An airhead is the Army technical term used to describe

the p.erimeter of ground controlled by friendly forces during

an airborne operation into a hostile country. For initial

seizure by airdrop of an airhead, an airborne brigade

requires over 150 cargo parachutes and 4583 individual

parachutes (Ref 46:V.2-13). There are three airborne

brigades in the 82nd Airborne Division. in combat, the

parachutes are largely unrecoverable, and, because o+ a

limited number of parachutes in stock, the Army will run out

of parachutes to support sustained airdrop operatiors.

Additionally, support requirements for large scale units are

normally measured in thousands of tons per day. The U.S.

Army currently has only one active and two resei,.e

quartermaster airdrop supply companies. Thev are capa-:ie of

II



preparing at most 200 tons per day apiece for airdrop (Ref

19:8). Therefore, sustained operations require early

establishment of an airbase for resupply operations.

To establish an airbase capable of sustaining large

scale Air Force operations into the airhead will take a large

number of Air Force personnel and their accompanying

equipment (Ref 40). Studies of Saudi Arabia, a typice REiJTF

deployment area, show that the ratio of austere (bare base,

requiring maximum Air Force support and improvement"

airfields to main bases is between 7:1 and 10:1 (Ref 1:5-13).

Therefore, after initial delivery of combat power into a

theater of operations, considerable effort must be expended

to deliver and sustain airfield support personnel, a

requirement which interferes with the steady increase of

combat power on the ground. The delivered supplies,

especially munitions (Ref 11:3), must then be transported

from the new airbase to the troops, requiring a large in+Ij::.

of combat service support troops and their trucks. This is

substantiated by Captain B. Tarnopolski. U.S. Army, in an

abstract of an unpublished report quoted in DOD Log Abstract

(Ref 2:175). The effect of these limiting factors on combat

power during deployment has not been specifically addressed

to date in any research listed with the Defense Technical

Information Center (DTIC) (Ref 43).

Current Models on Logistics and S'stainabilit'

Current research recognizes the exceptionay ia,-,

14



vulnerability of the best plans to logistics problems. The

Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) reported "Current

ground-air models do not treat logistics vulnerabilities

well, if at all" (Ref 22:17).

An analysis sponsored by the U.S. Army Harry Diarond

Laboratories "examined the impact of varying resupply rates

on the units' ability to sustain combat" (Ref 35:ES1). This

paper found that the standard artillery battalion can fire at

expected rates only 12 hours with no resupply, and the daily

resupply rate for the battalion is 192 short tons of

ammunition (Ref 35:ES6). Similarly, the standard tank

battalion can sustain itself for fuel only two days, and its

daily resupply rate is in excess of 12,000O gallons, or *-6

short tons of fuel per day (Ref 35:3-25). The 82nd Airborne

Division, the lightest division in the RDJTF, contains three

artillery battalions and one light tank battalion. The

problem with transport constraints increases greatly when al

supplies for all deployed units such as wat-, food, soare

parts, and other types of ammunition an,: fuel are considered.

The Army Field Manual (FM) 101-10-1 and Supply Bulletin k.SEE'

710-2 relate requirements of each unit by type of supply to

combat posture, and these rates aggregate as more un;-cs are

deployed (Ref 11).

Given these large requirements for continuing logistical

support, it is critical that an optimal point be defined

which offers the most combat power for the mission, without

exceeding resupply capabilities.. This point has not -et ti

15
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determined (Ref 26).

Current Deployment Models

An article capturing the lessons of the BRIGHT STAR 81

rapid deployment exercise to Egypt suggested improvemerts in

MAC load planning procedures, currently done mainly by hand

(Ref 18:22). The measure of merit discussed is that "the

most efficient use of airlift resources is obtained through

maximum airlift loads" (Ref 18:23). HO MAC, with the

approval of HO USAF, is developing computerized models to

accomplish load planning. However, the optimization of a

subgoal, efficient movement of cargo, does not necessarily

imply or support optimization of the RDJTF mission, which is

rapid deployment of combat power. The comprehensive nature

of the problem is well described in an overview essay by

Sheldon (Ref 36).

Currently, very detailed computer models exist at HO

USAF/SAGM in the Pentagon and at the Military Traffic

Management Command. These models move units based on a r ge

number of parameters and are generally efficient. Phase I of

the Time-Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) completes a

detailed analysis of forces and supplies to be moved (Ref

31:21). This model sums all unit equipment and requirements,

in accordance with the units' priorities. MAC planners may

begin movement of a unit in advance of the RDD (Required Due

Date) in accordance with its best aircraft utilization

mandate (Ref 26). As shown by Levin and Friedman, "It is
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iairly common practice to separF te e -e,: -r sr - t,

S two separate stages ;n tiattle s, t -An, t...ierr tle :orrmarnz -,

the support uni ts has to plan .ccord to tle derna: ofi the

fighting units. Th;s may, o course, lead to a sunoptimai

overall solution; very seldom, howek.er, are the der-ision-.

made simultaneously. As in many other military problems, the

deployment of support units is solved as a cost-effectiveness

rather than a cost-benefit problem" (Ref 2e:41).

Although the interface between the intertheater . del :..

airfield and the front line where the comba: strength _e ,

deployed is critical, to date no model s avai ab1e h.i ie c

interrelates the intertheater/intratheater probl em 4o- t-.

Air Force assets. This makes it currently impossible to

obtain an analytical estimate of the relative worth of

various aircraft types in the CENTCOM deployment scenario, or

to estimate an optimal force mix for airlift resources (Re;

3).

A Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study (CMIM'S

examined lift requirements through four scenarios, trree

dealing with the employment of forces in Southwest Asia, kr,.

one dealing strictly with NATO. The study a-ssumed in all

cases that:

1. Adequate fuel would be available at all enroute

bases.

2. Reception pcrts and airfields (APODs) .,ere ad.ez.kte

to process all personnel and cargo moved to the tleea-.- ,

3. Sasing and overflight rights ,er-e orarted z S '
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all ied and normall'/ friendly countries.

The conclusion was that current mobi It. forces "were

not able to meet the lift requirements of any of the

scenarios" (Ref 27:38.

The study also showed that a timely response (rapid)

force was up to four times as effective as a similar -Force

del ivered later, and that "direct dei very of mater ia, to

forward airfields" conferred a 7% to 15. productivity

advantage based on time made up by reduced intratheater

movement (the units were then not required to move for.,..jard

from the APOD to the deployment area) (Ref 2-7:.2) H,..e-er-

tnis finding is predicated largely on assumption numter two.

If in fact the reception port or airfield is constrained ,-U ! parking space or by material handl ing equipment, then

aircraft which can fly only to the reception APOD will te

limited in delivered sorties, whereas aircraft capable of

direct delivery remain unconstrained. Thus , the C-''1MS.

because of assumption number two, underestimates the

advantages gained by direct delivery. Assumption two also

inherently allows an unlimited numrer of intratheater -1'- ints

to move cargo forward, basically portraying an airfield ,,inicr

cannot become capacitated. Only flying hours, distances,

planes and lift capabilities limit the airlift of forces.

Further, the forces lifted are predetermined, so that there

is not an optimal force response, unless coincidentafly. The

study dealt solely with the question of how-- fast a i<;.en set

of units could be moued to a given area.
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~The aircraft Loader Mod.el is currently ised by the

J-4. Given the complete physical description and weig

all cargo to be moved, and the physical limitations an:

numbers of all planes available, it estimates the numbe

airlift aircraft required to perform a ststed transpoort

mission (Ref 33:17). A month is required to acquire th

data; one man-day is required to analyze the output. T

is no attempt to determine if the load chosen was optim

just an attempt to estimate the fewest sorties required

move the force, using numerical analysis.

The Airlift Loading Model (ALM) performs a smi lar

function, but uses simulation. Currently used by the A

Force Assistant Chief of Staff for Studies and Anal>si*

takes only one man-hour to evaluate the resul ts. Ho eu.

is strictly a one-sided model which loads forces, and t

is no interaction with the deployed units' needs,

transhipment, or attributes (Ref 33: 7".) .

The AMPS (Air Movement Planning System) is an anal

model which plans, diagrams, and manifests indivitual

aircraft loads of equipment and personne; tor movement

C-5, C-141, and C-130 aircraft (Ref 33:25). it is. useC

the U.S. Army Lc.gistics Center.

ATLAS (A Tactical, Logistical and Air Simulation)

another analytical model. Ground forces are scheduled

arrival, logistics inputs establish supp',v -eq,-&-ements

air inputs provide performance, uulner "  . and ote-

on. aircraft and airbases. The moo c ut '..ries,.
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measure of merit is Forward Edge of the Battle Area ,:FEBA,

movement, which in turn is a function of +irepc,.er, terrains,

and posture. Ic requires 2-4 months to acquire the base data

and one month to input the data in model form. ts prnc al

users are the U.S. Air Force Special Studies L.ivision, the

Studies, Analysis and Gaming Agency (SAGM), the Organization

W of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the U.S. Army Concepts

Analysis Agency. The model is not an optimizati:,rn routine,

but determinative, which reveals the probable system output

response to given input data. Firepower scores, +r the

opposing forces (the "combat power") are assumed to be

linearly additive with no interactive or enhancement

coefficients. This model is used over 600 times per year

(Ref 33:44).

The POSTURE model, developed in the early 1970s by the

General Research Corporation, solves for the maximum

capability of a mobility fleet subject to a given set ot

transportation restrictions. A typical representat:.on ranuies

from 500 rows, 2000 columns to 2000 rows., 1I0,000 col umns, and

takes between forty minutes to one hour of C.:PU time on an 1

6080 computer. In order to optimize, -vehicles are

fractionalized and unit integrity is not maintained. POS.TR'

relies on a predetermined time-phased deployment ist of

units, and therefore, is solely concerned with mobilit- (R.ef

33:243), using a transportation algorithm.

There are three models extant which attempt -o c'

units b y means of airl if t to an Aerial P.:or t of Deb.zr'.fat,,,
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.". (APOD) in the most efficient manner possible. MACE (Mil itary

Airlift Capability Estimate) is an analytical model wh :h

uses general planning data (not specific data on every piece

of unit property, such as used by ALM) to estimate

large-scale troop and cargo movement closure times. It makes

no attempt to move the most needed units first, just to

minimize aggregate closure time. It is used about 75 times a
- 'at

year by the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff '0JCS*

J-4 (Ref 33:282). RAPIDSIM (Rapid Intertheater Deplot-ment

- 2 Simulator) simulates both the deployment of combat units and

their required supplies to a theater. All units moved have a

predetermined order of movement priority, and the

0transhipment problem from the APOD forward to the front is

not addressed. The same organization aa above uses tnis

model 268 times a year (Ref 33:261). The OJCS J-4 also uses

SITAP (Simulator for Transportation Analysis and Plannir,'.

This is formulated as a transportation model. The netwoor.k

formulation allows weights to utilization and bloc'kages in

the defined network, but requires a predetermined demand

ordering for cargo movement (Ref 33:309).

The Army's Concepts Analysis Agency uses the T ANSMC1 a

computerized, analytical model which determines arr,.a: time

of U.S. forces to overseas theaters. The model cetermines

deployment schedules with specified lift assets, or desigrs a

lift system to meet the required deployment schedule. its

inputs include troop strengths, resupply rates. it ,,e---cle

capacities, and general scenario characteristics is 54-t

21
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restrictions and distances between ports "Ref 33:365-:366).

The models described here all fail to meet the

objectives of the research for several reas.:ns.

1. They are response oriented in that the desired un;ts

and order of units to be deployed is predetermined.

2. Although some address supplies for deployed forces,

they fail to solve the problem of transhipping the suppl ie-

to the combat units forward of the APOD, or to incorporate

the effects of the intratheater problem on APOD port capacity

to receive intertheater shipments.

-- 2 22



III. Modeling Approach

The problem of modeling a contingency force deployment

is subject to inevitable trade-offs between total realism and

practical use. Two broad types of models are available,

simulation and analytical optimization, and both have been

7, separately employed in the construction of various existing

air movement models. Both these methods attempt to capture,

as best as possible, the essential elements of the problem.

If a problem cannot be solved as it is exactly, one seeks an

approximating problem "close to the original" ,iwh-ch can be

solved. The exact solution of the approximating problem is

potentially - but unfortunately, not necessarily - an

approximate solution to the exact problem (Ref 48:275). This

chapter will discuss the criteria and methodology trade-offs

which led to the choice of interactive sequentia' goal

programming as the preferred methodology for the developed

model, and the selection of a flexible response sur,ace based'

on regression analysis as the preferred means o+

investigating the sensitivity of the model to parametric

changes.

Simulation

The larger portion of available models representing

force deployment utilize simulation techniques. Simukton

models have considerable appeal to non-technical manger,

23



because the actions flow sequentially and a rapid check can

be made as to the level of simulation detail. Simulation

models consider one alternative and evaluate a given plan

based on the given scenario. The generated solutions do not

identify alternatives and provide limited insight to the

underlying trade-off relationships within the model. In a

large scale simulation, actual differences in worth"of

competing resources can be dominated by the stochastic

variance of the final solutions (Ref:S). A simulation

provides the flexibility to iteratively and manually alter

parameters, but it never compares solutions or attempts to

optimize. Therefore, simulation results in feasible

solutions, which approach "good" through careful use but can

never guarantee "best". Because of these reasons, analyt:tcal

optimization was chosen.

Formulation as a Transportation Model

This problem could be formulated as a transportation

problem using all integer expression, and using each

plane-cargo combination as a link between 0odes which

represent airports (Ref 17). An effort to create a

formulation of this type was briefed at the 1983 MORS

conference, deal ing only with efforts to further optimize

cargo delivery, without recourse to simulation (Ref 24). The

disadvantage, though, is that the number o4 1 nk-node

combinations is k... ry large, and it would b e d ff!cult t :

express the tonnage del ivered in terms o combat un7K ts

24
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without recourse to gross aggregation, which would not serve

the purposes of this thesis.

Formulation Throuah Dynamic Proqramming

A "Dynamic Programming Approach to Resource Schedu :ng

under Constraints" was offered by David Tyburski (Ref 47).

It uses the general form of the recursive relationship

fn(Xn) =minrn(Xn,Dn) + fn-l(tn(Xn,Dn))J
Dn

n = 2,3,...,
fl (Xl) = min rl(Xl,DI)

DI
n-

with the transition function tn finding the optimal decision

at each stage based on performance at the previous stage. A

separate transform would have to be written for each type o4

cargo, and a dependency relationship formulated for each type

of unit among the types of cargo. Although a feasible

methodology, the recursive nature o+ dynamic programming

requires initial knowledge of the ending state. With a

program set up using the interservice approach of current

models, to optimize delivery of given units (and,

correspondingly, tonnage) in a given time, this would be an

excellent approach. However, the goal of this thesis is to

both force delivered and means of optimize delivery, i.e., do

as much as possible, not just optimally match a given

predetermined response.
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Formulation by use 2f Linear Programming

The methodology of linear programming is well proven.

'1 When set up as a system of interrelated linear equations, t".e

problem becomes readily solvable by a number of LP

algorithms. A key criteria, however, is the requirement to

insure that the expressed relationships are in fact linear

over their domain.

This problem can be addressed by partitioning the

problem in such a way that the nonl inazar function can

reasonably be expressed as piecewise linear, ti thout ser ious

degradation. For the nonl inear relationship of combat power

to time of deployment, for example, the time can be broken~

into subsets which allow the combat power to be placed in the

objective function with separate variables, each representing

a time segment of the timed response, with each having a

different coefficient. If the partitioning of the

independent variable is sufficiently small, the errors

induced by this forced liinear ity of a curv ilinear response

are negligible (this is similar to arguments for the calculus

of differences).

The responses desired from this model , howev;er, are not

merely dependent on a single objective +unction, but rather

on a series of desired object ives, or goals.

26*~



Goal Programming

Another method of achieving a solution set would be to

formulate the problem as a generalized multiple objective

linear program (GMOLP), allowing mixed-integer solutions (Ref

N 20,25). The immediate advantage of this method is that it

avoids the problems of strictly formulated integer

programming, although it doesn't guarantee an efficient

4solution set until the entire problem is solved. The theory

behind this method is well proven, and several commercial

programs exist, available for employment, such as the ISM

MPSX370-MIP (Ref 42,44).

Since the basic problem is to emphasize combat power

delivery, the use of GMOLP would have to be modeled to force

this occurrence. Three methods are available to do this:

prioritized goals, weighted goals, and intervals around the

goal.

Prioritized goa's will insure that the primary

objectives are fully satisfied in order of ran;.., never

satisfying a lower goal at the expense of a higher one. This

would accompl ish the objective, but it may drive several

lower ranked goals to large values of underachievement. A

major difficulty is in setting the objectiae uAlue c.f a high

ranked goal - if it is too high, the lower ranked goals have

no impact on the solution set. This result is demonstrated

graphically by Ignizio (Ref 21:397-399).

Weighted goals are a good alternative to the problems

posed by prioritized goals, because the goals ..re sat;sie--

2 7
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simultaneously in accordance with their importan.ce. A ma..or

difficulty, however, is in determining the comparative weight

of conflicting priorities, especially when goals have

incommensurable units. Minor errors in these weights

invalidate the model results, and it is difficult to find

competent authority to state, categorically, that anti-tank

capability of the deployed force is exactly 1.2 times as

important as the defensive frontage of the force.

An interval around the objective goal could be

established, which would avoid both the problems in t.;.weighting

the goals and the problem of specifying too high a go.: In

prioritization (Ref 21:402). The interval woul inteae. of

an objective goal, specify minimum and maximum acceptable

values around the desired goal. This has the advantage that.

if the solution set is feasible, no goal will be unaccept !,y

underachieved. However, because of the problem under

consideration, it is likely that with this method the me.sure

of combat power del ivered, the most demanding factor, would

always be driven towards the lower acceptable edge of the

interval . This is exactly the opposite to the purpose of

this study.

A further problem with GMOLP is that various goal lev:el.3

must be investigated to insure that the "best compromise"

solution is found. But, since this search investigation

process is not a formal part of the GMOLP, truly optimal

solutions may fall in the intervals between the searched

states. Zeleny and Cochrane, summarized by' MAsud and H,...7in:,

t' 2



found "that the a priori specification of goals and their

ranks can result in a solution ,ihich may not be

"nondominated'" (Ref 29:391).

Sequential Goal ProQramming

Sequential goal programming is a lexicographic approach

to goal programming. Using an objective formulation of

strictly commensurable units, the first goal is maximized ".0,'

minimized) subject to a determined constraint set. The

optimal response returns the highest value this goal can t'er

take on. If this response is less than the desired goal, the

desired goal is unachievable. The objective formulation is

appended to the constraint set as an additional constraint.

with the right hand side being either less than or equal to

the maximum attainable response, depending on whether tre

desired goal is either less than or greater than the

achievable response. This will ensure consistency in the

constraint set. The next goal formulation is subsequently

maximized (or minimized). The advantage of this methcdology

is that the goal set is piecewise evaluated, and full'

sensitivity ranging (right hand side ranging and objective

coefficient ranging) can be explored for each goal as t

relates to the constraint set and to higher priorit;' goals

(Ref 29). However, this approach still shares with G&.OLP the

problem of finding the "best compromise" goa: '..hickh is *ul-v×

achievable and gives the oerall best response.
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Flexible Response Surface Theory

Examining a model's solutions dependent on a single goal

can be accomplished by use of standard obJective c,-,ff:ce-.t

ranging techniques, with multiple runs giving a full i e:trm

of the sensitivity of the solution to the goa-weighted

interrelationships between variables. Similarly, right hand

side ranging for resource input parameters or higher ranked

goals defines the model's range within the optimal response.

To explore the full range of responses dependent on multiple

parametric changes in order to explicitly define pararnetri:

relationships would require a factorial design which c:ui.d,

even within a reasonable range of interest, require an

infeasible number of model runs.

"The si ngl e parameter sensi ti vity techni que...has three major disadvantages. First, only:: one

parameter can be varied efficientl', at a time.
Secondly, this measure provides no numerical measure
or ranking of the importance of a parameter to the end
soluti'on. And, thirdly, no information is provided
about the interrelationships between the important
factors under study." (Ref 38)

A fractional factorial response surface attempts to map

the entire response surface of systems wit- a small number *,.

factors. Using least squares regression analysis to fit a

response surface to a fractional factorial design w.ill insu-e

the minimization of the sum of squared deviations of the

observed responses from the predicted responses. The great

advantage of this type of analysis is thAt -t reduces a large

model response to a single equation, prgramatle ofn a -

calculator, whose maximum error is minimized to the ul.Je



the maximum bias estimator returned by the regression. 1:.ith

a proper design, we are guaranteed independence of

coefficients due to orthogonal ity. Therefore, two

alternative parametric changes may be directly compare_ . ant

if the response of one, minus possible maximum err-or, is

greater than the response of the second alternative plus

maximum possible error, then it can be said categorical:o0

that alternative one dominates alternative two. This assum.s

both the alternative sets were entirely wi thin the hounds ,f

the calculated response sur.ace.

A similar approach using a fractional fact,:rial :_es gn

could be achieved to investigate the entire goal subset,

assuming that goal achievement levels .,ere continuous.

However, since the goals would still be incommensurable,

presumably lexicographic, and probably nonseparabl e i e

the achievement of one -oal would enhance. in some

another, thereby providing a non-singular moment r-atr i:),

some method must first be developed to either partition an,:

normalize the separate goals, or to meld several re.:-.e

surfaces to a single response. Research work to ma.:' , :. a

response defined by a response surface subject to a

constraint from another response surface is currert!., in

progress (Ref 39).

The problem of this research is to de.elop a metno,.o c', •

which allows joint optimization of the attributes o4.- o.st

po,,.er and airl ift resources, subject to niumer us :on- -

and a system to reflect advantages in depc:y. ed poi.,:er
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by an incremental change in airlift re.--. rce. The use of

sequential goal programming to reflect th.e impact ,:, mult, le

goal requirements or an intertheater-intratheater

mobil i ty/force model wil I -al1oi. optimization of the re.p, nse.

A flexible response surface bu'i! t on the reactions of the

model to parametric changes in airlift resources w ,i l not

only provide a sensitivity analysis of the response., but a

direct analytical estimate of the relative worth of airi t i

resources and trade-off points between competing sstems

under the given scenario. Both the optimization process and

the response surface .i demonstrateo.
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I, Airlift capabilities

- C-5A
- C-141B
- C-17 '

- C-130
-CRAF

2. Logistics consumption rates\ \

- per state of unit , output
- per unit type what um

[TRANSRATION optimal
I PROCESS . what ai:

3. Loading requirements - - L , assets/,
- for given units - are nos'
- for logistical support -

4. Type units available" /
- numbers available
- combat pover attributes

of each

5. Scenarios
- distance to movef
- available a/c
- mission of force
- utility of combat/

non-combat units
- capabilities of the APIOD-.

Figure I
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I. Problem Description and Model Parameters

The problem is simply defined as how to construct ar

analytical model wahich incorporates -trategic- mob i t .

intratheater mobility, logistics factors, an the elements ,:,=

combat power. In general, the more combat power an Ar-ny jni t

, has, the more it conflicts with the strategic mobility

requirements.

Each of the four factors relatec here are made up of a

I number of elements. This chapter describes the underl.irjo

assumptions of the model. Additionally, model para-meters are

identified. Those which are not self-explaratcr./are

described in detail.

Strategic Mobility

The factors which comprise strategic mobility have been

intensely investigated. Huge models and simulations s.'ch a-

the MAC M-14 s imulation model incoroorate spares, wznc;'

clearance on parking ramps, mechanic and crew availabi t>.

and a host of other elements kRef 2,6). Other models,

primarily concerned with loading such as the Aircr .f L,:,:er

Model, use allowable cabin loads for aircraft, exact

dimensions of equipment, stacking heights, anc: m ry. other

pieces of data input (Ref 33:17). The cr.itical elements of

4.. strategic mobil ity were delineated- b. Ma.jor James -ru. e>'

research submi tted to the Air Cornman, andt Sta .ff 0:-,11ece i-.

May 1980 in partial fulfil!,renrt 0 gr,uatizn r-e4uiremrfltl

,---4
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(Ref 12).

He determined that aircraft size could be described in t,-,r.e

terms: outsize capable, oversize capable, or bulk c.epab'e

(Ref 12:3). Aircraft could also be described as airdrop

capable and/or short field capable (or direct del iver;.

The problems of crew availability, spares, and

maintenance per flight hour are described as subsumed into

the UTE (Utilization) Rate, which is a "planning concept tnat

reduces airplane operating rates, on a system-wide basis, to

a single figure expressed in daily flyi ng hours" . 5:5P''

UTE Rates are mission-oriented so that Intnatneater UTE -at-es

are generally less than intertheater UTE Rates +or the same

aircraft.

At the cargo handling ends of the flight route, critica'

elements deal with the port capabilities. Loading and

unloading an aircraft takes a finite amount of time for

ground-delivered cargo, so that "turn" times for aircra-Ft a:re

important. Because most airfields are limited in parking

ramp space, this turn time has a direct impact on the sortle

generation rate of the airfield. The un oadng an d tur. n time

are affected by the material handl inc equpment and hanrt lir,

personnel available at the port (Ref 12:21 ;36:21.

"Shortages in any of these areas, as ., ell as even short-term

.Jistribution problems, can lengthen ground time and reduce

flying hour capability" (Re-f 12:21). Because of the p a - V n

I imi tat ionr, the imi tat i ons impo-ed b, the m..ter h a .r: .

equipment and personnel avai a t ' orm .,n AtSoW- te

V . 5



constraint on the number of cargo sorties throughput by the

airfield.

The strategic mobility mission, then, can be deacr tetd

by a series of factors. The outsize, oversize and bul k' :.-._4o

delivered are a function of the number of aircraft fl:ing

missions and their respective outsize, oversize, and bulU

=- cargo limitations. The number of mission-capable strategic

airlifters is a function of the number of aircraft of all

types available at any time, the UTE rate for ti-:se aircr.t.

and the distance in flying hours from loading to uniading

the cargo. The number of missions acceptable at the airf&d

is a function of the airfield parking space and the turn time

for the aircraft. The turn time for the aircraft is a

function of the material handling equipment and personnel

available, with a predetermined minimum (optimmal) grcund

time.

The strategic mobility of direct delivery aircraft is

not limited by available APOD space. Since there are fin

general far more airfields capable of receiving direct

delivery capable aircraft than there are strategic ainlifter

capable airfields (Ref 1:5-13), the parking and turnarc;Fnc

constraint is basically unlimited.

Intratheater Mobility

Intratheater mobility by air is representea by the same

factors as the intertheater mobil i ty airl ift. =eve r,

intratheater mobil ity can also ne accompli hed =, means

36
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* ground transportation. Units capable of self-movement ;:.r

move by ground, if required, to the location of employme-t

from the APOD. Items or units not capable of self-movement

must be moved by external intratheater transport. For tre

wholly military scenario, this devolves to moving by

intratheater aircraft or transportation units, or both.

RYO Intratheater aircraft, while not limited at the del iverv

end, conflict at the APOD with strategic aircraft for the

resources of parking space, material handling equipment, and

service personnel. Transportation (truck) units c, not

compete for these resources, but they and thei, f,,el must

first be delivered to the theater.

VLogistics Factors

Every deployed unit consumes supplies of var.ying types

at varying rates. While units which are based at tre APC,'

receive their supplies directly from strategic air ift.,

forward based units need their supplies delivered. Most

units have a self-contained logistics tail capable cf ground

movement of a constrained number of ton-miles. After tlh's

point they require logistical assistance from intratne..er

mobility assets, or direct delivery of their supplies.

Another aspect of logistics is the "tag-alon'g" service

support or combat service support to combat units ratio:.

Doctrinally, American units move with a given "toot -tc-t. i

ratio, with each combat unit being supported - a Gi.,.-, '-,rce

of Headquarters, supply, and service.maintenance per..:.os'e .

'.I



Presently, logistics models assume .a. "straight slice o4 'Oe

pie" for each sub-element of a larger element, .hich

reasonably approximates the modern "task-organized" ccroat

force readied for deployment. This model, when pos-ibe,

will follow this approximation.

., Deployable Unit Attributes

The assignment of a value of "combat power" is a

Ivaluation which is only useful as a general appnoximat on o;

worth, and changes with the environment and the ob. eve

(Ref 23). Therefore, not only does the broad valajtion o4

combat power need to be reflected, but also se.eral of the

specific attributes which contribute to this value.

Some of the more separable elements of combat power are

the anti-tank capabilities of the given unit and the ur;it.s

ability to hold and defend a linear portion of terr.in

against attack. The anti-tank capabilities can be expre sed

as a function of the number and type of anti-tank we..pns

systems in the unit, and the defensive capability can be

assumed as the unit's doctrinally assigned defensive

frontage. A third "specific" measure of combat capa'ility is

a unit's firepower, which can be approximated by the tons of

ammunition per day it consumes.

Deployable units can also possess several other critical

attributes. Fighter aircraft, deployed at the APO'- -'

with transport aircraft for parkinq space. Airl ft Cnt ,

Elements, once deployed (ALCE), enhance the capanillt.) tI
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unload, service, and turn airlift aircraft. Transportation

assets such as medium truck companies or hel icopter groups

are capable of moving man>y ton-miles of logistical supplies,

freeing air transport from the intertheater role. However,

all these conflict with the primary goal of moving combat

units, because the last two types have no combat power, and

tactical aircraft cannot hold ground.

The deployable units possess attributes which act to

minimize their deployment and lead to goal conflicts. These

are their attendant outsize, oversize, and bulk cargo

shipment requirements, their supply needs once deployed, an

ancillary support units which must be moved in some

proportion to the combat units. There are also doctrinal

restrictions on the employment of units in greater than

certain ratios to other units, such as combat support to

combat units.

Scenario Bounds

Each separate scenario is likely to !iave a discrete

solution. The elements which would change the solution, even

given constant valuations for all the above parameters, are

distances, time periods, and changing values over time.

Critical distances to be expressed are the distance to

be flown from the staging base to the APOD and the distaknce

to be flown from the APOD to the front. These distances

affect the number of missions capable of neing flo.r,, Oi~e

an average speed of the aircraft. The distance from the A J.

J~3p
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to the front is particularly critical, since ground comcat

units delivered to the APOD do not contribute to the measure

of deployed combat power, until they are capable of being

utilized for combat. Also, a large distance between the;;

two critical areas is likely to put a high premium on

air-del ivered logistical suppl ies, whereas for short

distances from the APOD, trucks would be favored.

The time period of interest is also of critical

importance. Obviously, a one-day response to a problem area

i I wI drive surge rates of aircraft arc putr no val uat ion on

logistics transportation units. However, a t,...enty-day

response can be expected to value a high average rate of

,. aircraft movement and will deploy ALCE units early in order

to capitalize on their accruing advantages.

The last external influence which changes the response

of the other elements is the changing values of force over

time. A Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study (CMMS) has

quantified the intuitive analysis that a reasonably sized

force early is worth more than a large force 'ater. Ti

relationship is not a straight line curve, anc is in fact

likely to change from one political/militar' situation to

another. On a very long term or non-critical basi.s, or:e

value from day to day might approximate a constant value.,

such as in a Reforger exercise. For other situations, tie

value curve of the unit over time should be el l:ited r.oom

decision makers before attempting to optimi:e ol4 ierM o

forces, using surrogate worth trade-off measures.
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Input Parameters

The input parameters will be broken into three

sections - those dealing with aircraft which describe the

aircraft capabilities and limitations., those related to

deployable units available to the planner, and those which

bound and formulate the scenario.

For a generalized model, each aircraft is described by

its capability for every mission and cargo. This ailows

rapid refinement of the model to express additional

capabilities of specific aircraft, instead of requiring- a

re-expression of the entire model. Required inp.ut parmeters

for aircraft are summarized in Table 1.

Deployable units are likewise each described fop all

attributes, although some interactions may be zero.

Deployable units are also subdivided into +ive classes :,

units:

1. Those which engage in ground combat and can be

airborne del ivered.

2. Those which engage in ground combat and cannot be

airborne delivered.

3. Those which are tactical fighter units and compe.e

at the APOD for parking space.

4. ALCE units which possess material handling equipment

and personnel, which result in a quantifiable improvement in

airfield sortie generation rates.

5. Transportation units which move su pi ies ber.!:een hi
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N APOD and the front.

4 Other required input paramters, such as combat power, 4-

strength and front line trace capaDiiity, can be subjecti ve':,

Al, assessed by means of a Delphi closure or can be analyticall-

expressed as some function of the weapcns systems assicred to

the un i t.

4 A summary of required input parameters for deployable

units is expressed in Table 2.

The third set of parameters is the set w.,hich makies the

solution set specific to the scenario. This sets

summarized in Table 3.

These input parameters will be used by the motel t.

delineate the interrelationships of ,eveloping force

projection, strategic mobility, intratheater mobility, and

logistical resupply through or over an APOD to a deployed

dest i nat i on.
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- AIRCRAFT INPUT PARAMETRS

(for each aircraft)

outsize cargo tonnage capability

oversize cargo tonnage capability

bulk cargo tonnage capability

number of personnel moved with outsize cargo

number of personnel moved with oversize cargo

number of personnel moved with bulk cargo
number of personnel moved with no other cargo

Block speed of aircraft

UTE rate on intertheater mission to an APOD
UTE rate on intertheater mission to direct delivery

(forward airfield)

UTE rate on intertheater mission to airdrop
UTE rate on intratheater mission

Ground time for aircraft on each mission

Availability rate for aircraft type (fleetwide)
Attrition factor for aircraft on each type of mission
Material Handling Equipment (MHE) needed to service aircraft

(pallets)

Table I. Aircraft Input Parameters
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UNIT INPUT PARAMETERS

(for each unit)

outsize tonnage

oversize tonnage

bulk tonnage

number of personnel

Defensive frontage

Anti-tank strength

Combat power

Supply consumption rate

*i Number of pallets unloaded per day by the unit

Airborne capability

Number of this type unit available

Ton-mile lift capability

Movement speed, nautical miles/day, for scenario

Unit designation as combat/combat support/other

% of APOD space any aircraft in the unit will occupy

Table II. Unit input parameters.
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"* iN, SCENARIO PARAMETEIRS

1.Airfield

*. Number of each type aircraft which would capacitate the
park space of the airfield.

Material Handling Equipment (MHE) prepositioned at
airfield in terms of 1000 pallets per day capability.

2. Distances

Distance between the U.S. and the APOD (DUSAPD).

Distance between the APOD and the front area (DAPDFT).

3. Decay curve for Timliness versus Response, portraying the
advantages of quickly closing forces to the deployable area
in terms of a combat power multiplier.

Table III. Scenario input parameters.
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V. M-lode e vee I c:,,en t

This chap ter shows the dev..elopment and cons.tr.u ,,t cr ,f

the goal constraints which form the ordered set of o- ec t ive
* .

functions. Three of the developed force parameters are z.-me

insensitive, but one, force projection of combat power, is

non-linearly variant with time. The coefficients and

interactions over time of the goal s Are expl I ci tly def ine.;

and the state constraints which make the goal constraints

competitive are developed for the generalizerd case frm

singular expressions.

Variable parameters and factors

Since this chapter is pr imarily concerned with the

mathematical development of the proposed modell it is.

%tS essential to begin with a common basis for variables,

subscripts, and multipliers used throughout The eouations.

These are summarized here:

Variables, used:

Xi ,j,k,d: w,,here the variable takes on values dec ictir'ng

the number of delivered plane loads.

4.' U>',m,d: where the variable takes on values depicting The

number of units deployed.

Rd: the desired respon..se or goal by d-.- c.

Ha: handl inc capabi 7 i ty of the APO'., for l. =, ,e :s.-

pr e-dep c,:v- ent . Hf is anal c,,us at the orl - e -.,

,4 6



Period: a defined period over which the UTE ratre

applicable.

Sd: representing supplies trans , ipped on .a. t fr,

APOD forward.

My: the movement time taken by a uni t to mol..,e -lr-.m

APOD to the front by ground transport.

Subscri-pts used:

a: the APOD

Cy: representing a combat unit or combat suppo-t

multipl ier, combat type "y units have a C.:/ o- !, no ,-,:rmt,

type / units have a Cy of -1.

d: representing days in the deployment pha.e. t.ca

values from 1 to D, the total number of daa:,-s in the a, r

deployment before seapower I inkup.

f: the field, or non-APOD airports closer to the f

representing the i th type of plane. i taves or.

from 1 to I, the total number of types of air.:,'..nes.

j: representing the jth type of mission. j t.a-:ks

from 1 to J, the tot-al number of si or, type .

k representing the kth type of cargc. lI ta::e or.

from 1 to K! the total number of types of car-o.

m: representing the mode of CeI i ver, A lr m "

values from 1 to M.

y: representing the yth t::,-pe o-f unit, y t. <,<es on ,

from I to Y, the total number of types of unit-.,



Multipliers used:

a.4i ,k: giving the cargo capac i t::' of the i th ai rcra~t t.:-pe

carrying K type cargo.

Py,k: giving the tonnage to move of the yth type unit in

k type tonnage.

Yy: giving the number of fighter planes assigned to Jnit

type y in terms of the percentage of the APOD they occupy.

-y: giving the front line trace capability of unit tlye

y to defend, in kms.

E .u,k: standardization factor for -HiE needed to urnc, ad

plane type i with cargo type k.

Xy: giving the firepo,,Jer (or- steady =tatecomrbat pc4,e-")

of type y units.

Oy: giving the anti-tank pok.,er of un t type y. e:.pre=.ec

in equivalent TOWs.

Wy: giving the supply consumption r.i.te for unit t-:,,e V.

,xy: giving the ton-mile capabil ity for Ilift of -

for unit type y.

ry: the limiting number of units of type Y availatle.

,y: the airborne capability of the ytr unit. Th!= is A

0-1 factor.
,..%

.~.S1Y/: the number of pal lets that a unit of t:xe y can

unload at the APOD in a day, in addition to pre.ous APOC,

capabilities.

.. Oy: giving the speed of the yth tpe un it.

.7 i: the block speed of the ith type plare.

Vi : the average a,. ai lab 1 i ty rate cf 1 ane t,.'e

:3
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ti,j: giving the ground time for aircraft type i on

mission type j.

Zi,j: giving the attrition factor for loss rate of

aircraft type i on mission type J.

Numi: the number of planes of type i in the model.

PRKi : the number of planes of type i which can park at

the APOD, if the APOD was solely devoted to that type of

p1lane.

Intense(d): a factor which scales the model basis of

required supply to another supply usage factor. its

dependence on the d day reflects that this scal ;ng can chance

over time.

vd: giving the multiplier effect for arrival at the

front on day d.

UTEi,j: the UTE rate of aircraft type i on miss-ion typ

,%j.

DAPDFT: the Distance between t he APOD and the Eror.

DUSAPD: the Distance between the US and the APOD.

The repetitious use of these s-- mbols twil qreat'

enhance the reader's ease in understanding the node.

For the implementation of th:s model in the thess, t"e

following ranges were allowed for the subscri:ts:

i : from 1 to 6. I=C5A, 2=017, 3=0141!,4=CcRAF ar

C747), 5=CPAF (passenger type C747), 6=0120H.

; from . to 4. l=Delivery to the AF-OD, 2=Direct

49
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delivery to the front area, S=Airborne delivery,

4=Intratheater transhipment.

k: from I to 5. 1=outsize cargo tonnage, 2=.:,vers- e

cargo tonnage, 3=bulk cargo tonnage, 4=personnel, 5=suppies

(considered to be bulk-sized).

d: from 1 to 20. This is considering that after D+20,

shipborne cargo becomes a factor and this model, as is, is no

longer valid.

m: from 1 to 2. 1=del ivered to the deployable area. .ith

minimal travel time required. 2=delivered to the APOD, tr.. vei

time dependent on distance to the front and unit speed.

y: from I to 8. l=Airborne units of the 82nd Airborne

Division. 2=HQ units for the Brigades of the 82nd. 3=A r

Assault" units of the 101st Airmobile Division. 4=Arti1lery

units of XVI-II Airborne Corps Artillery (155mm).

5=Mechanized battal ion Task Forces (2mech, larmor) of the

24th Mechanized Division. 6=F16 Fighter Squadrons (:5 SE.

7=Airlift Control Elements (ALCE) of the U.S. Air For:e.

8=Medium Truck Companies of the XVIII Airborne Corps Su:-port

Command (COSCOM).

Goals

fIf all the combat attributes of a force were mutua~l:

reinforcing, there would be no choice problem for the

strategic planner - the more units deli ered, the better tte

results. Unfortunately, such is not the case. Un' ts yh.

can project a great deal of combat power in one area...:-.. .s

,,,"-.



aircraft squadrons, usually have little '-orth for equally,'

important missions, such as holding terrain. Any scenario

usually requires two or more types, or attributes, of combat

power, as well as the requirement to react Quickly. The

objective of this program methodology is to develop a plan

wh i ch:

1. meets all the requirements or specified goals based

on force attributes.
wN.

2. after meeting these goals, attempts to maximize

specific force attributes towards a specified limit or as 4ar

as possible.

Since the achievement of all the minimum goals is ver.

much more desired than maximization of any one aspect of

combat power, and since these minimum goals can themselves be

ordered, iterative sequential goal programming is

appropriate.

Goal programming notation represents each equation as n

equality, and any surplus results in a surplus variable ;=,

whereas any underachievement results in a slack variable n in

the equation. Therefore, the equation:

[y 41 would be rewritten to y-419

and then to y-4-p=a

A similar solution can be attained for. equations t .'e less

than or equal to form, such that

y:4

becomes

y-4+n-0

*1 51
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This convention will be followed throughout this C.napter.

Tevariables chosen to reflect aspects of combat powe~l

are defensive frontage (front line trace or FLT). anti-tank

(AT) capability, and firepower. These variables do not

change with time; a unit's capability remains the same

regardless of deployment time. The variable which does

change with time is combat power, or potential force. of the

deployed unit. This is the perceived potential, to implement

the concept that a small force in the right place can be uo

to four to six times as effective as the same size force

*later, which was a finding of the 1981 Congressionally

Mandated Mobility Study (Ref 27:3V). Using this fact , e c%.n

formulate that

or y

This shows that, over the period d, the sum of all trPe

unit capabilities in the particular attribute ,0 or 9 of a'

units closed to the combat area should equal or exceed te

desired capability. The concept of "closed to the combat

area" is an important one, because these specific a.triutes

are of no use to the ground commander unless they can be

employed. These specific attributes are then distance an-d

speed dependent: the distance they need to travel between t)e

APOD and the combat area divided by their dail, movement

speed gives the time the- need to move to the combat r

after delivery to the theater. A unit in theater on the
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limiting day but not available for employment wouldn't count.

This adds to the value of direct delivery, especilly in

areas where major airfields are scarce.

Using the subscript m for mode of delivery, .,ith m=!

being directly delivered units and m=2 being units delivered

to the APOD,we have, defining = -My, with dMy

equal to the nearest non-negative integer,

F 2 7I, b. z R4.J
/to d.0 1. J. 7tl '

for the anti-tank capability response on any Cdy d'.

A typical goal would be verbally expressed as a need 'For

the capability to hold ten kilometers of front line trace by

D + 5, and this could be formulated

Y s" Y C-MY
_ _ 9 + >U

Y.1 Js yet 4e 7 y,a,

In this simple illustration it is evident that all units

directly delivered to the combat area would be avai labe to

hold combat frontage, as well as all units del ivered to the

APOD which could move to the combat area by D P 5. However:

units arriving at the APOD on day D + 4 would not be useful

to satisfy this goal if they took two days to ,deploy forward.

Because lexicographic goal programming Is an extended

linear program, it will attempt to satisfy one goal at a

time, and if the stated goal 1! underach i eec: ( I t ,rnot be

achieved within the time period given), a goal progr-;r'&
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move to the next goal without prejudice. That is,

i eunderachievement of a high order goal does not preclw-e

satisfaction of a lower order goal. Therefore, a goal

programming model should reiterate force goals across a :.:

of days, on the presumption that, if the goal is impossible

to achieve as stated, it still needs to be filled before

other goals. In the example above, this can be done by

keeping the goal level of ten kilometers of front 1i7-e trace

constant and allowing the period to expand to six, seven, ann

eight days. This will require an additional three goals to

ensure lexicographic preemption of other goals until this

goal is fully attained. In this circumstance, if the model

cannot deploy sufficient units to defend the frontage by day

five, it will attempt again to do so on subsequent days. The

effect of additional goals is only on computer run time; the

additional goals are redundant once the goal objective has

been met.

The mathematical goal formulation of the t..me dependent

variable of combat power is similar. The actual e 4(fect af

response times on perceived combat Dower mu=st -e estmated,

either by elicited responses from scenario area e-perts or

from known curves generated by simulations. These .u-.- -

typically curvilinear with rising decay over tine. For e. h

day of deployment, a multiplier can be estimated from this

curve, and incorporated into our model. Thus
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Y Y
d"U

= combat power4 ,

is a valid expression for our model. This term allows a unit

with an arbitrary combat power of four, delivered on day

four, to be worth less than two units worth a value of two,

delivered on day three.

With the great concern for short-term combat pcvter

deployment, a natural response would be to repeatedly

maximize the goal of deployed combat power for successive

days. However, the Jexicographic ordering of goals for d-.x's

1, 2, 3, 4...would result in an optimal response for day I,

an optimal response for day 2 given day I occurrences, and so

forth. This is not necessarily optimal. An end case can .e

shown which is obviously suboptimal - a successive

maximization of combat power only, which rapidly results in

an APOD converted to a fighter-bomber base and onlY

marginally capable of receiving more deployed units. 7Ths

case may be an optimal response for the first few a-, b--.

for a deployment period of twenty days it is not a preferred

response. For this situation, a weighted response wil2 e.st

suit the uses of the model, showing an equal or var. ied

valuation of the ability to develop combat poer c.er m.:-e

than one time period. These objecti ues a-e :c;,etit v9
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because they are each to be optimized per se, so that tney

restrain each other over a limited alternatiie set (Ref

49:322). B>. making goals members of the same goal set,

efficient solution is obtained which avoics the Protnem of

suboptimalitx.

Bounding Constraints

The constraint set developed here acts to constrain the

levels of potential goal achievement. The factors i.,.hlcn

impact on goal achievement have already beenm describe,= !n

Chapter IV, and this section wi 11 formulate them int:.

mathematical expressions.

Aircraft Limitations: The first set of constrints :n

strategic deployment relate to aircraft. There are ti.. o t-x-pes

of constraining factors, those dealing with aircraft

availability, and those deal ing with the fleet,,ide average

utilization rate. They will be handled in turn.

1. This set of constraints bounds airc-at S-ORTIES b-

the number of available airframes. It is assuimed that a

single aircraft can make I intertheater round tni p an be

prepared for a second one every 1.5 days, but :o',- T,..{e 5

intratheater trips every day (at maxi-mum surge turn -akte)

Similarly, the number of possible intratheater ro Je trips s

limited to five times the total air'rames ao,.ailat le. 7hen

for day 1:
% K K

7-Z' ,2Z ( . U.V
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Thus, if all type (i) aircraft began an intertheater rourC

trip, the number of sorties vould be 1 imi tedi by the ni-mter-

of available aircraft. For day 2:

2 IK ~ 3 K Ka

showing that, on the average, half the planes ihl-1- 1few

intertheater missions on day i were not ready to fly in

support of day 2. This series is general ized for ,y d" (an

intermediate point between d=1 and D) to

3K 3 K
• j ~. ".d-, + ; k . . .- ):, U.V

When the effects of attrition (mission specifc) .e

incorporated, it serves to reduce the number of planes tse

fleet, for a given multiplier (loss rate) times tne number, cC

missions of that type flown. Therefore,

7- '-5- Xc .. ..-, + Z& -Z Z x, 'd'J., A., * ., ig., 4.i ' .,. , ., -, '

This set of constraints results in one equation for each t yspe

aircraft for each day d, or a total o+ I*D ccnstrair:t_.

2. This set of constraints boundsE a.;,rcraf t :-.rte--. :.

the fleetwide expected utilizatior <UTE' rate. Te ::m:. te

'p,



~parameter for this set oi: equations standardizes tne

different utilization rates for different missions, into .rn

expression in a single utilization rate. Since near',"," .!-

aircraft considered are capable of Intertheater ai r', : t t-o .. .r,

APOD, we can use this expression as a basel ine.

The utilization rate gives the fleetwide Average ion

flying hours per day per aircraft. Thus, for three aircra-t.,

a UTE Rate of four can be .achieved ith one aircra-t -1-7 i,

twelve hours per day or all three aircrait fI::,ing +ou,,r ... .s

per aray, or any I inear combination of these e - a. .t,

rate i s enerated over at enste per enod of t, m.e, su nt

surgiesin ins averAge to a rough constant. a1r'e ''

Rate, therefore, can be manipulated to gi.e the eiixtpe cto

numTer of auailable flying hours within a given time perio.

From these flying hours, knowing the distance traveed ai r

the aircraft block speed, it is pos.-ible to calculate tne

number of loaded sorties of h ich the aircraf rat fIi.

capable during the time perad or the given mis.. o-.

Expressed mathematically, this is

rt i et oer a Nite -r-i of. timPea

she factor 2 is included because e. ch aircrnst must *e-,

ways, but the return trIp doesn't deliver to the epeo r

theaters

theThe period t imes t ihe utiizat:, rate or. ut - .- s: cirl
times the number of alidrf rsames g ihs the total nulber o

flying hours available. Tice tphee drio.-dr or thee gv mis o ...

Pi N



di.ided by the block speed, gives the fly i, hours requ rec

- to generate a loaded sortie. This number ox: fours 7- .i.- ie"

into the flying hours available gives the numoe- o sorties

available during the time period.

To convert aircraft of the same type flying other-

missions to an equivalent number of sorties for this mission,

a simple ratio change is required. The effective flying
UTE.

hours available are expressed by 'UTE.,j' ),jh ch, .in ce the

U.S. to APOD mission usually has the highest UT. :; ate, tends

to make each other type of sortie more costly. Ho..ev.r, the

ratio U must also be incorporated, and, for

large change between intertheater and intratheater d:.n-

this more than counterbalances the other ratio. wjhich shc.,.. 4.

lot more sorties are available in the intratheater mode

versus the intertheater mode, using strictly flying hours.

This is exactly as expected. However, w,.here the di stCe-

are roughly equivalent, such as a direct del ,ery, ;r.d t;e

UTE rates for the same aircraft in the two mnsin, o

(because of sparse facil ities or other reason suc

increased wear and tear), then the model reflects th.at c-;e."t

delivery sorties are relatively more expensive to arcraft

than sorties through an APOD. This, also, is as e:,pected.

Aircraft which are optimized strictly for itr.thea.er

transport, such as the C-130, cannot be related b:y UTE rate

to the intertheater mission, and ther-efore, must z:e

separately expressed, wMith their total a, i . a L Ie , r-t;SeS

directly dependent on intrathe-ater distances.



Since i t i1s incorrect to expect an "aveege" to be a

limit every da', a per iod must he assumed. Taking 5 cay; ::r

a viable period over which to ex.pect an er.e -te

response we can w:r ite 4 for one type arcrati

.,.,,' N's U/i I - D r.(F

Since the UTE Rate is particular to toe mis.sion, r ert

'It~~~~~~ bi XIut r .~STANJCS N

or

j., .- I .~ ~r~ c6

i t is general i zed, a though the val ue ofi n , t.e s. ac+

variable expressing leftover potential in tre equaticn, o :

now clouded, and cannot be read directly. Te per,.: S ur.e

as a moving average, :ri*st for days t to 5, then das -.

e tc. The general expression, including attr tion ,.cn C

mission specified ard will reduce the aircraft b.-se of t

UTE rate, is

I DAPDr r

Ip * t1 Z 4 k.,~ (DUAPD Zkj \A

+ S"~ N Ur r/z ; 0 -DosePD)

where DUSA D is the intertheater di stance, wre - -F "

the intratheater distance. There i s n :or,s.r-.zn 7 --

i r or. each per icd ., .hich. .- uld * (C,-F'e.- "[-Fe -, "

constraints.

... ,
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Airport Limitations. The next set of landino

constraints deals wi th the traff ic: in tati ons an ai -::'

places on strategic mobil ity, both in terms cf r.an pwrP.

n. -' ma e h n lin-eq 7

*... space and in terms cf material handn itg elu i prn,

1. This set of constraints imposes liI rtations on

..traffic through a reception airport due to ramp par:n,

space. Expressing the capacity of the airport n terms, c

exclusive use for each type of aircraft, the model assume

'inear trade-off relationship which close>,::. appr.:,::,im" t's

real i ty. For example, if an air crt is .s.,. -a. I ,of eariki

fighters or 12 C-130's, it assumes _tat the ai - i

capable of parking simultaneouslY 24 fighters 6-_-

-Z"1 -." This is an approximation accurate For. any airt e1 I e S xcsp

very small ones with end-point s,-_itions to par, n g

limitations, where one large .aircraft blocks ta -. .,, s..s or

runways for any ot-her fl ight; however , f.0;.i

normally be chosen at minimally capable termin._1s.

The computed par ane ter for th is set of ?,;uat C,, s

cal cul ate the parking spa:e-t ;me tak:en u- e.. e c 5 *.

t is opt imal I y unloaded and 5er.) ;iced enough to moe

APOD. Using the factor PRKi w.. hich ,taves an ndi cat;or o

many of a si ngl e type ai rcraf t can use the ARO. at a

point in time, and the factor tij, it is pc.;i Le t,

determine how many sorties of this type c, .,-,r.;.t ma _'

generated through the APOD in a ;n gle c. tS ramp

soace the constraining 1 im: 'at ion, . 1 atheInP--. : .

11.,1

" ""1""" - ."""" ""% "?
m

. " - .



This is a .a-,, of S at i n. that if + An . - t s . p,

_ ..

for example, one sixth of the parkaing sp.ce one

eighth of a day to -gel of the APOD, then Ia!.. 4', o+ these-

aircraft can process through the APOD in a. single dayv. ri-.,,

f actor " 24" conver ts the ground t ime per P Iane +rcm hours to

days. The one on the righ t_ h.and_ ... de eq.-._ -te.- t.-, Ir i.._ s,-.z.

essenti A]1ly we have converted aircraft sort !t es into- a +-:-:.

1,.,hich gives the percentage o+ a da.y.-spa-e tney

4POD.

Since fighter planes, i based at the iAPI:.at -esJutp.e,

assured of a spot twhatever the time, the eq-lStion

reresenting the tactical fighter units :asil

Y e

ctorh ch me ans that no more ighter timrcr.t may be rso hors to

than the airnie d has space hor parki ng, and s mes . ne

, re a t iorn s h ip b etw e en p ar k i ng spaces. For e-:amnp!e, sr P, .

coul d park 24 F-I 1 or 3,6 F-16- , tte n the .AP,. ro i ,-Ie-. Z .

P=-1 11 and 18J F-16 simulItaneousl y, and r-,e .,:a;pac i atez.....-_

course , this extreme solution would mean tn..a. .t{he. -. F-, Bk d,

been converted into a fighter base, .n j. .=. Is. not , 1

sol uti on, just ..a.n end-Poi nt ilIlustrat i ci,

G iven the prr ocunt o o fp a i -sp' i ter thy h .: r. .- : -

ms:: a ir f i eId, so r. ti- e ..I,.a.b il ', .v s aee r, :, , =--- -" -Y> I-*-e
aurcred t s turo t ame v :-er the te. on9 .:e - i

AL



Therefore,

which limits the sorties of those missions which move through

the airfield. With this formulation, an airfield which coulc

park 12 C-141"s, which required 3 hours ground time apiece,

would be capable of through putting 12./(3/24) = 'R6 C-141--. a

day, if only C-141"s were using the port.

Since, however, fighter planes based at the APO ' t

* always have a reserved space, the parking space limitation

becomes

1 Y

A. d" "

* There is one of these equations for every day d of the moce 1

for each APOD, so that with our single APOD model tis ads a

total of D constraints.

2. This section describes the I imi tat;ons imposed .:.

the material handling equipment wh i,:h i savai lable t the

APOD. For each type of aircraft, there is a rormal izin-

factor which relates the aircraft to a standard; ze

requirement for material handl ing equipment, based on tne

number of pallets the aircraft can carry, and the ease ,:,.

servicing the -aircraft. Each APOD also has a 4;ed

capability, Ha, to handle a given number, o .t.r:, - .,", .

Lastly, each Airlift Control Elere-t . : ar ,

63



ancillary port improvement package has the capaoil it- to,

unload another given number of standard plares. The .a.mount

of planes moving through the P-,.m ust not be oeate7 tnan

the capabil ities at the airport to unload them. Th ere ir e

The serv ice units .jhich close on *.r da,, thr'ough the Ca--

before the one in question use their, joiint caoacci t; t,- unlo a

(or load) planes which arri.e -t the APOD on ,day. d.

Similarly, to constrain the o4floading oi airect

delivery aircraft, we have

L-r X J,- Y'
Y- 7,,, , -A J j", - ' f d,

There is one cornstraint for each day -for the -.,. an. ,.h

forward airfields, resulting in 2*D constrairts.

Unit :i mitations. ,The number o4 units ... ..,e

natural I y 1 mits the number twhich car, be sh ,i.ed, -,r e .,:

type of unit. This is expressed b>.

'!

f:or e ah un it type 0, o ich adds cor ,o str-ai rt s.

.. i Pment ox !'_,r, ts 'i ts car, :e S ; e, : , t: --

.64
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by three types of airlift missions (j=1,2,3) and can arriQe

in two modes (APOD or at the front), depending on the

delivery method. This section w ill deal with the simil.ar

expressions for all three mission types sequentially.

1. The first mission is delivery to an APOD. Al

deployable aircraft units and ALCE units are constrained to

be delivered to an APOD. Other units may be del ivered tt,ere.

Every unit is described in terms of outsize, overs ze,

and bulk tonnage, as well as the number of unit personnel.

For a given unit to close, the complete amount of outsize,

oversize, and bulk tonnage, plus personnel , must be moved.

For each category of weight, the amount moved to t ,e APOD In

a given day is equal to the sum oi all del iveries in that

category to the APOD. Therefore, for j=i,

"4 K kI>Y, X.r, 2 a

On a given day the tonnage delivered must meet or exceed

requirements for a given unit in order for that unit tz;

close. Pd,k represents surplus tonnage of type k de, i ere,

by day d.

However, if no unit closes or if there is excess tonnage

delivered, it is considered an advance del ivery ,4 or the nex-.

unit. This holdover tonnage is also represented by the

surplus variable, Pdk. Pd-l,k then comes to represent t-e

total surplus tonnage in cargo type V. 1n the dai.s.. p-' ced:,r,;

the one presently under considerati r * the tirne

iZ.



extends, therefore, it is evident that this equation ,ecomei

zY
X. ~ ", * - P -

There is one constraint for each day and cargo type, adding

D*K constraints. And this series of equations fully

describes the shipment of units to the APOD.

2. The shipment of units directly to the front is

covered next. Similarly to the APOD shipments, the

relationship is given by

4 ',N X , + - - ' I )". -

As above, this adds a constraint +or each day and cargo tvpe

and so adds D*K constraints.

3. Airborne units are handled in, the same manner. ,tn

interactions allowed only between airdrop capable aircrait

(j=3) and airborne capable units (where vy=1). This is shown

by the equation set

~~~~~~~8 IL l~ J7 ~ J,'

This equation is repeated for every day an, A.o tr peo

adding another D*K.constraints.

.V .
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SuppIi es. The delivery of units to the overseas area in

order to meet goal objectives automatically imposes an

additional set of constraints - that of keeping suppl ies at a

stabilized level. There are three levels of supply

constraints. One insures that enough suppl es are sent

intertheater to meet all deployed unit needs. Another set

insures that enough supplies are distributed to the front to

meet the needs of the forward deployed units. The last set

insures that sufficient supplies are on hand at the AP3D to

meet the needs of units based at the APOD. These Aji 1 1 e

discussed in turn.

1. The class of supplies is a separate one, k='. For

this model only one class of supply was addressed. as s.

aggregate need. More detailed representation, if needed,

could be gained by adding additional variables. Since

supplies are considered only bulk cargo, each additional type

of supply adds only one variable.

Very much the same as the shipment of unit cargo, the

need for intertheater supplies can be represented

The excess del ivered one day is carried forth to trne s:*t,.

that
3 " Y Z

for each day D, adding D constraints. T-e 4a.ct,-,r i r e

from one to three, so that any means of r,t te- " '

6 7



is considered.

2. The series of constraints to insure sup) :e- at t:e

front are presented next. Each unit not based at the Ac>

generally units other than *ighter squadrons, ALoE:_ -,s t.s c

transportation units (truck and helicopter. is ccrs- -re._ t._

consume its supplies at the front, regardless o4 its mode of

delivery. Supplies can be delivered to the front throug.,,

direct delivery (j=2) , through airdrop (j=3). throughi

transhipment by air (j=4), or through transhioment by

deployed unit. The last capability requires arn addiitional

factor computation. All units have input parameters

concerning the ton-miles per day which tne::, are capab ie ot

haul ing, which is a common measure o-l perfran?. For

combat units, this parameter is set to 0, re iecting their

capability to move supplies in the rear of the corps rear

area. To determine, then, how many tons can actually be

transported per day, the expression

must be calculated. Again, similar to the first set ot

computed parameters, the factor 2 represents a dead-nea=

return trip to pick up more deliverable cargo. Supp ies

delivered directly to the front this period, plus supplIes

transferred by air and truck between the APOD and the front

this period, plus supplies at the front which are surplus

from last period, minus consumption this period, equals

surplus for this perio. . This can be mathematical: o

4-- 0a g



%: expressed:

However, the unconstrained use of the term yUx could leac to

the "creation" of supplies in the model. Therefore, letting

Sd equal the supplies transhipped during d, which must be

less than or equal to the capacity of the transhipment

"pipeline", we have:

Y . .. __ -,l- 7 , ',

Also, the term Sd must be less than the amount left

over at the APOD, which we will deal with later.

Now the supplies at the front can be expressem as:

j + -cJ

If it is desired to investigate the -esults of a buildup

leading to conflict after a given period of time, while +.V

supported by air, the supply consumption rate c-c the combat

units can be premultiplied by a time dependent +actc,

INTENSE(d). which will scale the supply tonnage com SUrptiC .-

to the appropriate level. This would also need t- ".6.e -e

for the previous set of constraints.

This would result ,n +.k final I .

r~ Y. -.1
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for each day dj-giving 2*D constraintsto tremodel

3. Supply of forces stationed at the APOD is addresssd

here. Again, supplies delivered must equal or exceed uni t

requirements. Because-of the availability of APOD - capaDe

aircraft as opposed to direct delivery caoable air cra+t, t

is assumed that supplies will move, if reqjired, 4rcm the

APOD forward, but there wi 1 1 be no requirement fcr su ,p,": es

' to move from the front back towards the APOD. Be side 5

consumption, there are two ways in which suPpl ies can

the APOD - transhipment by air or shipment by a declose:

transportation unit. Since forward units must be su,:Pled,

if there are insufficient direct del ivery means for s.ippl ,s.

the transhipment of the supplies w l require increasing

assets as the number of deployed units inc-eases. t2>:'-

truck units, this supply movement problem would soon ti ize

so much APOD capacity for intratheater transhiprnent

that further units would be hindered in de"oyment.

Therefore, truck and hel icopter logistics triansport- "

* 'ni ts, although offering no direct ombat- .oer. .-.e

automatically moved by the model at optimumr, poin. --.  n order

to further the goal objectives of deoving combat un t.

The supply situation at the APOD is that suprl e- .e : tn'

APOD in period d, plus surplus suppli es at the : r-:7

period d-1, minus consumption bx un its at the APODS, 'm-.

transhipment forward, equals The surplus .sp ,' : es .t t-e

in period D. Since no one is al lokv.ed to staL.re, th s :

nust alwa, s be ron-reative. Tter. eI:-- . 
, e Ca.r e.:- e S;

pee.1 , . • ••• e 4
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mathematical relationship:

x
-Y_ C4 C

The summation of the units is made here from 5 to 7 because

it is assumed that the fighter squadrons, ALCE, and

transportation units draw their supplies at the APOD.

This set adds one equation for each d-ax d. -fo! oa

of D constraints.

U4 r: t Link a es. Unit 1 in'k.ges ,:an :_-escr: be ei ther.

ceilings or floors on de,1oynent o4 certa;n uni ts '., .:,r

to other units. A typical ce i ing would be .on the ep1..met
of combat support arms such as artillery, requr.in a .-rn

number of combat units to be deployed before more ±cllcw-:,

artillery. This can be shown as

Y a

7-~~ f0

which keeps combat designated units in at least a !:- 7t:

with combat support units. The designation of uvnl=- ,_:;,.,t.

between combat and combat support i_. made iir each t.-:;e ".,

and Cy is positi.,e for combat units, neat,.. "

n':n n-combat un its, or zero for uni ts vi-hi,:c the c-- ,:.-,c,-e-

iesi nates as nor-Inio ,.uet., si:.:h .t-e SJ,.-.

one const-?:nt.

'.".
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Another typical unit 1 inkage is a fclcr,. u. :. -:-da: e

deployment of a certain type uni t gi,.en t at -atT:e, un ts are
".

already deployed. This is most common in the e tI:.En!M

between combat units and combat service -;po r-t Un i t s

as headquarters.

A ratio of at least 1 headquarters per 5 a;.ttali,: rt-

could be shown as

C crnbt <5 -* cmbt ' 5 HO

HO

cmbt - 5 HO 0

However, in the start-up case, tnis d rtYt .j i ure.

essential , y, headquarters to arr. : v e before the comc.az u .

in order to satisfy the integer relationshirs, c;,- r e ..en

non integer units, to begir partial deployment ; tn .the

headquarters unit. A better- expression is the inter,,

limitation, such as

cmbt - 3 HG < 2

which allows up to 2 combat un i ts to d e' o befoe Un

and al lows one HO uni t to control up to 5 combat un ..

also allows 2 HO units to control 3 or- uni ts eac*.;d

forces a third HO only before the .thcombat unit As

Sdeployed., if an integer solution technique i s em:y"ee.,:

a current 9-battal ion division., this is e:xact ; n e . tt

doctrine and practice.

STh i s t,.pe of c onstr-int w-vould add= o ne con s.tr.a.; n.. or

each 1 ink between combat un i tE. and other types or un ,

i7l2



Unit Abi iti e s

A last set of equations bounds the pro!en ,due t:,

particular unit abilities, such as that -,f the -. er

companies which limit airdrop resupply to the ca.za t. ,-.

rigger companies to prepare supplies for airdr,p, TSh can

be expressed:

the dai I max mum capabi I i t- of the r gge :orpsr -. .. i ts

surplus capiabi 1 i ty carri ed f*orwjard, the equat Io -s-.:

5- X ~rerLA~ f

This adds one constraint for each day d, ±cr a t.ta of ,

constraints.

* ~ Summary

The mode as depicted consi.sts oz tE- , Str a t, :"4

PLAJES

,-.u ,.

for. each' ai rcraf'.t t.Z:e i.<: C.I

UT'7E Ra te

/
"2"



j:, a, - :, ,

d=

for each alr craft type a-:

PARK SPACE

MHE K "-- ,
-1, 4 kt,, . (- X , , . l u .

"" E K.x, - E. E U ,, _ a

,-. :OP each 't_-,'..

AVAIL UNITS
D

Ship to APOD

A Y 0

or each .' a ', c t - re

Ship D i re t

. ." ,ILa' ; / V7, , - = C



Abn Sh i p-.

for e ch da>' , ar,- t::c"n,

Theater Supplies

3 'X 2

~~ U-1., p ,. : Z., .,,. -, - p, o

Front-Linre Sup.

3 X

9+

., -

APOD Suppl es

I!1

4: " ,-. y _, . .

Y

~/ U7,~ 7,
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*f,-r eacri s.riJ t F t.7

Min # of HO

Cr6t-3HQ _ for each .i n

UNIT ABILITIES

c,, r e A for nac rr ,.ie e d co.r-r --a

GOALS-TIME
I NVAR IANT yJ

(FLT) * L)-i4c.a-, 7 y".JJ y., ° U"id R

at l ea. st one fc r e . , --.

(AT) oil y 4< T - 7 uy,,,i + 2: eZ 9 , L)

.t e a t ors tAr ta: ,r.. .

Goal s-Time VYariant
(combat power)

* 1 ' Y£

, 7 +

one or . more) fo' each :$..

The total number of variables :ccnrilt:uted -. tte

aircraft will not exceed i * j * k'. * d; ho, '..er, in: e man.

i, j and i, k combinations for different aircr.t :r

nonexistent, the number of var iables is :. consi,- -_,'-

4; less. The number o+ ,a ;cles from the depa,-,-.re e are

Y*M. Ho.kever, restrictions on deployments, such e.s requir."-

fighter units to co to the AP.D, will red;',:e the tota, to

4 somehat less. The number of constrai nts i-.cm the e.:.t;r

series, in orner, Is

I*D+( -Per i od+# 2*I +D++:#v+:,*v4-E *,(+J+:*D+D.+#I i r ;ol-

or- ('.I .*( : 2 :- Pe r i od + 1) . 26> Y +- ,:3D_ , '. . + # 1inh -I rok.± .o -,
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V I .ModelI Cct! s~

Several means exist, .ji thi- the framet,.ork o'-' the

developed model , to address compl icat i ng factors enc,,nte-ec;

in reality. Such 4actors include the var iabil :ty over tme

of the available number of CRAF as the CRAF .re mobil ized

the availabil i ty over time of the deployable units, and the

-. requirement for a supply buildup as a hedge against

catastrophe. Also easily portrayed are the chanc e at some

period in supply usage rates due to a change in combat

intensity, and the expansion of a single al-embracirg
;- .1. of "supply" into categories such as fuel, , ater, , anZ

ammunition. For air movement, tne most ,:ramati,: mc.-:e"

changes would occur with the incorporat on of more than, r

APOD, and with any restrictions on intratheater del!,e.-

airstrips. All of these options will be add=ressed belc.

7 -m Time-Dependent 4,va ;ab Ibi i t y o- For,:es

To portr ay a time-dependent av.ai labi i ty ,f for. c e-s

requires a change in the right hand side refl ect iig tr.e

appropriate period.

Since both aircraft and units have an expression

relating to number of resources availabie per-tiis e

the simplest way to address this is to moldi the cons i-r.t

limitation for the appropriate perio,.-. Changing thne r mnr:-er

of aircraft of a given type . e t znt.ai 1 not :n . a 1 hane

the total avai I able per per i od, but as so n th.e a r'oPr ate

UTE rate con-.trairt , since this i: .. o-s te :n,

.77
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of aircraft available.

Sup I i es

To reflect supplies as a single class. is a useful

simpl ifyin_ assumption but underestimates the true birde , c,+

supplies management and shipping. Certain types of suPpl ies

require special handling and incur movement restrictions,

su.ch as ammunition; others require specilial pacK.g ng oi-

containerization, such as water and fuel. The basc

relationships developed for "supply" would ;em.ain the =&me.

but would be reiterated for each type of supply.

A change in unit supply requirements &ih;:n ,s

to occur at some fixed time can be directly -eflected in

supply constraint for that day or period and forward. Usir-1

standard multipliers adopted by the U.S. Armiy Logistics

School, the values consumed from day d' would be some scalar

multiple of the tonnage consumed on ,ay d' - 1.

The requirement for a supply "hedge" against catastrc:phe

can be treated as the required movement of a " er-*' :,

such as a headquarters, except that the supply "urit%

consists-solely of bulk supply cargo. There must, oe

sufficient number of these supply "units" ava ilable so T-at

there is never a imi t i ng amour;t reacrhed wh i ch i,':oJI c , o-"

itself, stop deployment of a real unit.

More Than One AP,.,D

Inclusion of a second APOD woul d .- d .,:te. t'v:.

7

.9,
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possible missiors to the current ist of three.T

missions wotild reflect intertheater move to APOD 2 anc
intratheater move from APOD 2. Units would add another, n,

to their possible deployment; they could now be del iver ed

either to APOD I or- APOD 2 as wel11 as the direct del i.ery

mode. All factors necessary for development of one APOD

would be required for the second. The inclusion of another

S14 APOD would add only a set of constraints for parking and

material handling equipment at the second APOD: or 2*d

constraints. However, it would add a second column for e.er>"

column in the matrix for which, with one APOD, j=1 or =-'

(movement to the APOD or transhipment from the APOD), an-:

would add another column for every column for which m='.:

(mode=APOD delivery), in essence, this nearly doubles the

matrix size, but it retains the logic of the originaT model

formulation. This assumes, implicitly, that aircraft ant

1$ transportation units return to their starting points. Tc: be

able to cross-service aircraft and transportation units, tne

S".., model would have a geometric increase, so that for to R_,o

.9 a four-fold increase in matrix size is necessary.

'7q
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.. '.VII. Scenario*,

To investigate the uses of goal programmr ng and the

developed model, a reduced force base scenario was- set up as

a demonstration. The resul ts of this scenario c.;rnot be

construed as defining the actual optima', response, -ne-.use o.

the numerous simplifying assumptions. Rather, this scenario

was generated to verify and demonstrate the feas il it.' oc

the developed model, and the usefulness of goal programmin;

to both Army and Air Force users of such a mode .

Scenario 4ssumpt ions

1. No attrition, regardless o: mi-s ion tx.

: 2. Airborne delivered supplies are l imi ted t: the

maximum Army rigger output.

3. The 20-day period of deployment can be ref!ected b-_-

4 linked 5-day deployment periods.

4. C-5 aircraft will only perform intertheater

transport to the APOD.

5. CRAF are not available until 5 da>.'s afte,- ?,:.cement

begins.

6. All units are immedi ately availabe for move,;ent.

7. In tratheater transport i 1. limited to mo ._ :

cargo supplies.

8. Only minimum daly suP plies are required.

9. There are 5 day"s ,ground tra.. ti, e imter t,

and the deplcymernt area.

1 , Al thourh six squa r: . :# C- . r:r. ..S'.r

:--



available, the decision was made to base the tactical aI : 4 t

forces at locations separate from the APOD because the ram .

space and servicing required would restrict the capaoi- ,  Zi. r

the APOD to handle strategic airlift aircraft arvr':..,ng Ir,

;I theater.

Scenario Input

The input parameters to the scenario are given in T2. es

4 - 6. The airport limitations and unit weights (,,;ere

obtained from reference 4. The aircraft l imitations anc,

capabilities were also taken from this reference and cne;' ed

and modified by HQ, USAF/SA. Thus the C-5 UTE Rate -:f 5.5

suggested by Army sources, was changed to 12.5, in order to

render this study acceptable to the Air Force. Other.- anges

are similarly obvious.

The Army unit capabilities and values .ere taken from

doctrinal publ ications, in tne case of the front line trace.

From TOE data for unit-owned TOW and DRAGON weapons systems

an anti-tank power was computed, using a value of 1 f.r -OW

systems and .5 for DRAGON systems. Combat pover potential

was developed from relative combat pot. er of units as use,:: to

play a force-on-force war game at the Armx. War Cc.lege., anc:

the multiplier effect for time was taken from an open source

revelation of the classified Timelines. versus Effectikveness-

volume of the Congressionally Mandated Mobiliity Stu,:," ttie

unclassified).
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Scenario Goals

Five sets of goals were developed using t,,,o

philosophies. The first two setS . ere designe. arun,

programming methodology, where the require: s.stem re..r

is input and the model optimizes the num=er. :::pe, cargo. an:

destination of the aircraft moving and also the number, type4

and destination of available RDF units. In tris model, the

optimization process itself attempts to best +il, the

required system goals, and the response is what units are

deployed, to where, anc wihen. The second philosopn - .

strategic air lift was also e::plored .,iith the mocel, a~s .Z

comparison. This philosophy represents the current ,

of a non-whol istic approach to RDF goal achiekvement. -- e
.4

typical goal sets were established as representing .impt e:

versions of real istic requirements, and ther these

established goals, in terms ,.-f units to ne moved and .n

optimal Army prioritization of those units, .,jere sen- t to tne

Air Force assets. The model tnen used all, 1A7 Force .

to effect the fastest possi ble closure of the requirec un ts

to the theater., in order. of priority.

First -Phi .-.,ony

The interests of the RF force w.vere n-,-ot Ie tC. w et

as the following, which define goail set one:

I . WIJ thin the first 5 day s, h ave t e .:.

idefend 25 krms of front line.

2. .V; thin t-, e fir st 5 days, depicy the anti-ta.k
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equ i val ent of 60 heavy a nt i-tan'"< weapons sytel . , : or,

= 1),

3. Wi thin the 20-day per-i od, ma.-, im ze ccm.at :-o,,ei.

deployed.

4. Wi thin 15 day's, have the capabi it -, tc de.en 5 in

of front l ine.

5. Within 15 days, move 2 mechanized brigades.

6. Within 10 days, maximize combat po.ler deplo-:,ve;!.

Scenario Output

For the giv.en scenario, the re.:-ilt .;;as:

Goal 1: underachieed. 19.756 km of FLT d de-ePdec
Goal 2: achieved. ,1.< cap ab i i ty wa s I
Goal 3: 141.29
Goal 4: achieved. MAX capab 1 i ty s .-
Goal 5: underachieved. .58 of mech bn move,-
Goal 6: 74.55

The figures to the right of the words ach eve, :

underachieved show extreme goals. if unoderacn e.,ed, 4-ne

number shows the response which can be achie,.ve, f

overach i eyed, the number represen ts to the force plan.er. .;t

slack there is in the system, so that if necessar>y the ,c.s . _

can be redefined. However, these numbers repr-e-ent the s! lack

at that stage; when the next goal is implemented. t- s-ac

from the previous goal is rio longer an irid cat,-,r

The goals of the force pl.nners were ther adjj;.te:.o

reverse the priorities of goals. 5 ..end . The re_. . - ,?

natural l -, the same for goal 1 thr-ou-ih 4. 7 e s.:u - ,

w.8
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goals 5 and 6 were:

Goal 5: 82.72

Goal 6: underachieved. No rr, ech sh p pe c

" Second Philosophy

A third set of goals was developed -.mich more closely

approximated the current goals given to the Militar:. Air.ift

Command, These were:

1. Move one brigade of the 82ncd Ai-nt.crne as i-ir =
t

priority.

2. Move one brigade of the 101t A;r. r .:. .

*- as second priority.

3. Move one brigade of the 24th Mechanized D;i =on i.._

third priority.

4. Deploy close air support fighter squad-ons.

These goal.s were subjected, at each s:tge, to a r" -o'

of maximizing productivity, by minimizlng the -umc,er

Sflights, as long as this did not incre.=e u - '.--jr.e t-e.

The resul ts were:

Goa.:l 1: ach ieved by 5th d.
Goal 2: achieved b3y 10th d .a.
Goal 3: achieved by 28th day.
Goal 4: no fighters deployed.

Goal set 4 was developed the s.'-e m _S e: , _t

required that a. ALCE urni t be ro,,e t 7*st

Goal set 5 ..as deue ooed on the bIn s s ,xiz - --e.-.

* To afford an accurate . .c mparison 0± .te metr,,-tr'.
'p=4

y:,,,



,<p>:.:-...
_W_. -.- W 

..

.-

(systemi-Zed whol i.st ic 9oal .rogram i U. .eru.. -

op t i m i z e d r e s p on se ) t h u n i t s m c,.; e d ny g set I ar 2 ,ere

taken as ser-v ce preferreC, but (I 1)uer .9. a r, r or t ze: :.zet  c

mo. emnt as is current practKz. Acan, tren, t e -t

assets moved these units, in Ore- OF pr;- c ... r

theater. Lesser priori ty uni ts were al owed to move n:etor-e

. " closure of a higher pr iority un it ory if it did nCot a'f- .

the closure time of the higher priority ,- .it, This f:f. se

of goals AIs

1. Move one t- i gade of the 3-,2nd i r-bcrne si~nul te.-A..

wi . th one ALCE unit a s fi fl-st pr io i t.

"2. s second priori t I, l s e tr e rerr.a. n e- :" t"e _2 ,,

Airborne Divis ion.

3. As thi rd priori t.,moe one br-ic.e of tre IQE:

Assaul t Divjision.

t .. .'- ~~~4., A S fou Ij th pr i o r i t .:/ m ovue t h r. a e s.,: d,J 1ror of+ =- ,

a i rcraf t.

A compar i son, lor a o ;oa,1 sets.1 ,- forces e : e:

-Found in Table 7.

. , i ures 2, 3, and 4 show o . ... gr.. c_ .0.ct tp- c-
,%.'

varying philosophies arid go a set - h -, ,n t, e resporse

.three tyEes of responses that woere of r; ter.: = . . _ .

V...commander.

a-A

Vt..

t-a

N
-a-.. '.r. ¢ . % , . . - .. " % " , "-"" , .. •. .. ',-..-. " .- ".". " - . " " - , . . . "." - . -. -
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Goal Set 1 2 3 4 5

Combat Unite
Moved by
Day 5:

Ab.Bn. 4.9 4.9 3 3 - 5.9
Air Aaalt .9 1.2 2.0 1.3 0
ArtdIlIery 0 0 0 0 0
Mechanized 0 0 .03 0 0
Ftr. Sqdn. 0 ID 0 0 0

By Day 10:

Abn Bas 6.9 6.8 3 3 9.0
Air Aslt 3.2 3.0 3 3 1.8
Artillery 0 0 0 0 0
Mechanized 0 0 .8 .75 0
Ftr. Sqdn. 0 0 0 0 0

By Day 15:

Ab Bn, 9.0 9.0 3 3 9.0
Air Aslt 3.9 4.4 3 3 3.0
Artillery 0 0 0 0 0
Mechanized .58 0 2.2 2.3 0
Ftr oSqdn. 0 0 0 0 1.0

By Day2D

Abus h 9.0 9.0 3 3 9.0
AirAslt 4.3 4.7 3 3 3.0
ArtIllery 0 0 0 0 0
Mechanized .58 0 3 3. 0
Ftr. Sqdn. 2.6 2.6 .91 1.4 1.6

Table VII. Deployed Units Under

Different Goal Sets.
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Deployed - Combat Pover DhPW? - 5 Dave

Uaie Goal Oblective Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 S Set 5

By Day 5 59.48 62.5 52.14 44.04 45.0
By Day 10 mad.mie 75.44 82.72 63.81 62.27 70.2
By Day 15 116.34 122.95 66.51 69.67 109.76
By Day 2D maximize 141.29 141.29 77.89 81.67 130.48

Figure 2. Deployed Combat Pover

De~loved AT Strenifh

AM Q Objective t1 Set2 Set3 SetL St5

By Day 5 60 80.8 80.8 49.5 49.5 74.25
By Day 10 138.6 163.0 106.5 86.5 132.0
By Day 15 242.6 251.3 167.0 165 235.8
By Day 2D 378.7 335.6 255.7 277.4 327.6

Figure 3. Deployed Anti-Tank Strength

Defended Front-Line Tre.ce Snan (kne)

TlI Goal Objective Set I Set 2 'Set 3 Se Set 5
By Day 5 25 19.6 19.6 12.0 12.0 18.0
By Da$ 10 33.0 35.1 24.0 19.8 32.0
By Day 15 50 55.8 54.6 36.4 36.0 46.8
By Day 2D 64.6 76.6 47.6 48.4 54.0

Figure 4. Defended Front Line Trace

e. 4.



Anal ysi s

The reversal of end goals between sets I and 2 changed

the selection of units and movement times to accomplish the

same set of four initial goals. The overwhelming advantage

of a goal programming methodology is here demonstrated. When

a minor or end-point goal is changed, the model will respond

in such a way as to still maintain, as a minimum, the desired

or achievable levels of higher priority goals. Simulation as

a technique to do the same job might need an enormous number

of replications, dependent on the number of potential units

for deployment. On the other hand, professional, service-

insular judgement as to what units were now necessary, based

on a goal change, might be very appropriate. Howev'er, there

is no guarantee that the new prioritization of units

delivered to MAC will result in similar unit closure times,

and so an iterative "best compromise" solution must be worked

out between the two services, if the current deployment

philosophy is maintained.

The.addition of a goal between sets 3 and 4, however,

did not change the types of forces moved (it couldn't under

that methodology) but did effect closure times and the

deployed force results. The early movement of an ALCE unit

pushed back the deployment of other forces. This result is

especially evident in the first 10 days. However, the impact

of the ALCE unit quickly becomes apparent with time, because

the set with the ALCE (set 4) quickly overtakes and passes

the set without (set 3) in every measure by the end of the
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deployment period. It is of interest to note that the

trade-off point (where both alternatives are essentially

equivalent) is between days ten and fifteen, so that if the

deployment period of interest is less than ten days,

deployment of an ALCE would not be advantageous.

A further interesting comparison is between sets 1 and

5. Although the 82nd is delivered (closed) to the theater

much more rapidly under set 5, the measures of effectiveness

under the true goals (set I goals) for set 5 are uniformly

worse than those for set 1. This is because the airlift

model responded to its service-oriented goal to close the

unit as rapidly as possible, and thus delivered foot mobile

paratroopers to the APOD whose value to the commander

couldn't be reflected until they closed to the area of

employment, in the next five-day period. The delivery of

these units to the APOD ties up aircraft that in the

goal-oriented model (set 1) were delivering mobile air

assault units and transportation units (which reduced C-13J

conflicts at the APOD and opened more parking space for

intertheater transport). The requirement to push a

prioritized force to closure before allowing conflict with

another force's deployment was revealed as nonoptimal,

insofar as proper prioritized fulfilment of the assumed 'RDF

goals.

Model Verification

Verification implies a measure of the working nature of
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the model. The model in this paper has been verified by

examining the output data and ensuring through hand

calculations that the total outsize, oversize, and bulk cargo

comprising the units moved could indeed be moved with the

number and type aircraft used by the model, which is also

given as output. A use of the "check" option of the

Multipurpose Optimization system (MPOS), used to determine

optimal solutions given the constraint set developed in

Chapter 5, showed consistent primal-dual tableau convergence

when operating with subroutines "revised" and "minit". Under

revised, MPOS operates a revised Simplex algorithm, and under

minit, it operates an alternating primal-dual simplex

convergence scheme. Primal-dual convergence, which occurred

for every tested case, implies that the constraint set is

non-contradictory. Given that the model is correctly

formulated, and using a known functional optimization

package, we can be assured of model verification.

Model Validation

The issue of validation is far more difficult. There

currently exist no comprehensive, multiservice, combined

intra- and inter-theater models, much less optimization

models of that type, with which to compare or contrast

results. We also have no real world phenomenon with which to

compare results, because an all-out mobilization of MAC plus

stage II CRAF to rapidly move more than a division to an

austere overseas base has never occurred. Given tha t this
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type of "validity", i.e., replication of real world events,

is not available, we must focus on corroboration, referring

to supporting documentation. At the MORS conference on 27-28

December 1983, it was stated that the present MAC force

structure was limited to moving only a little more than a

division to any intertheater commitment in the 19 - 20 day

period before ships could close (Ref:24, OSD(PAE)). This is

borne out in the developed model. Any optimism in the

results of this model can be attributed to assumptions 6 and

8, for these discussed scenarios. The same type of

corroboration can be alluded to with respect to the input

parameters, which were based on a subset of the parameters

found throughout literature concerning inter- and

intra-theater airlift considerations. What parameters were

neglected or subsumed (for example, spares availability into

UTE rate) were done to simplify and make usable a model which

could be used as a demonstration of principle. The model as

developed and used for these results compised 212 variables

in 136 separate equations (constraints).

In the end analysis, the final measure of validity lies

in the sensibility of the model output. All that can be said

here is that the goal optimized outputs meet established

goals, and for the extreme cases establish results that are

impossible to imitate through preselection of forces based on

professional experience, yet can easily be rationalized after

the fact. A comparison of the two philosophies of force

deployment, that shown in set 2 versus that of set 5, imakes
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this point most clear. After the fact comparisons make the

rationale behind the end differences in moving essentially

the same force obvious, whereas before the fact all one could

express was that the same force was being moved. A more

appropriate approach would be to move a selected force chosen

to perform certain tasks with current Air Force intertheater

models, such as MIDAS, followed by intratheater support

models, and compare these results to a force selected by this

model to accomplish the same goals. Then using this model's

forces and priority sets (RDDs), the Air Force models could

be rerun to determine cross validity of this model for both

Air Force and Army needs.
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VIII Flexible Resoonse Surface Theory

This chapter discusses the underlying basis for

investigating the sensitivity of an LP model with regression

analysis. The reasons for doing so are discussed, the

theoretical background reviewed, the validity of the approach

for this particular problem is examined, and the experimental

design explained.

Backoround /

* The single parameter sensitivity techniques developed

for analysis of linear programming algorithms are limited in

that they fail to portray the interrelationships between

factors. Typical right hand side ranging techniques give

only a parametric span, by parameter, within which the

solution is optimal, and reveal which variable will enter the

basis if the analysis is forced beyond that limiting point.

The number of separate runs required to fully determine the

response surface of the problem increases geometrically with

the number of factors and the span of each factor. To

investigate the optimal response, in this model, given five

factors varying over a wide range would take 20,907,909

separate runs, which is obviously infeasible. A much more

feasible means of generating the same surface, in equation

form, is given by a multivariate regression analysis.
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Reoression Analysis

Given a generalized model

y - f(xG) + (E

where 0 = (0l,02...Op) is a vector of p parameters to be
estimated and x - (xl,x2,...xk) is a vector of k variables,
the settings of which determine the experimental runs ard E
is the error term, (Ref 7:731).

it has been shown that use of a regression analysis design

using the x'x criteria leads to a confidence region for

parametric estimation which minimizes the distance between

the response surface equation and the actual response surface

for any setting of vector X. What this means is that, using

a proper design, an error term can be estimated which reveals

the very worst, on a percentile basis of the response, that

the proposed model equation is from the true model.

Using a lineir program to generate the design points for

the response surface, we effectively eliminate any variance

error, because the model will always return the same response

for a given input (as opposed to stochastic or sampling

models). This means that all error in the model comes from

model bias, which can only be minimized by limiting the

number and scope of model assumptions.

Typical regression analysis attempts to fit an equation

of linear or quadratic forms to design points of a model. A

line only requires two points, but a quadratic parabolic

expression requires a minimum of three points to be defined.

A typical quadratic model in two variables would be

Response = Bo+BIXI2+2X22+B3XIX2+S4XI+e5X2
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A standard regression package takes the data points given by

the set of n vectors (Xln,X2nResponse..) and tries to fit

the given equation. If the proposed model is a good fit to

the data, the error term expressed in terms of standard

deviations will be low and the data points will be

distributed normally across the mean response surface. If

the model is not a good fit, either the error term will be

large or the data will not be distributed with the proposed

response surface as a true mean. This can be illustrated

below

Fiur . Plte Daavs esoseSrfc

~I

• I , i°-

The example on the left is the plot of a bad fit (a

proposed linear fit to an actual quadratic response) whereas

the example on the right is a good fit of a proposed model to

the actual data. The usefulness of using regression analysis

to define the sensitivity aspects of a model without

exhaustive model runs has been thoroughly documented b>" Smtrh

and Mellichamp (Ref 38) ail the copyrighted techni<..je is %-e' _

in this thesis with the kind permission. As is sta.:.ted in
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their summary.

"The multiple dimensional parametric analysis

technology using response surface concepts provides an

expanded capability for conducting a more valuable
analysis in a complex environment. It provides a
picture of what is happening within the model being used

for the study. It-also provides insight into the
relationship among the factors under study. 'What if"

analysis can be conducted economically in real time
without the necessity to obtain new computer outputs"
(Ref 38:23).

The methodology can be used with any decision model, linear

or nonlinear.

Experimental Desion

Since the goal of this methodology is to provide rapid

insight into the system response, three designs will be

examined. One assumes a linear response, that is, a flat

hyperplane in n dimensions where n is the number of variables

examined. This design is of the form

Response - BS+B1X1*82X2

a flat surface where 52 and 83 represent the slopes of the

response plane along the respective axes. The second design

assumes a first order response with interactive coe+ficients,

that Is, of the form

Response Bo+BIXI+(2X2B3XIX2

In three dimensions, this type of surface response .ould

relate to a flat plane with a twist in it, with the degree o4

twist given by 4he magnitude of the interaction :.f c'er1

83. The last ;gn assumes a quadratric resoc.r- e te

form
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Response = + 5 , X + 'A, 'V C X 5 X,K

In this type of surface, which is not necessarily l inear

along any axis, the coefficient 81 and B2 express the cez;ree

of curvature of the response suface in that axis, and the

coefficient B5 again represents the twist.

Since a line can be given by two points, a minimal

number of model runs are needed for those designs. But a

quadratic representation requires at least three points in

order to define the degree of curvature. Since the last

proposed mathematical fit requires the most, a design wJi be

promulgated based on the quadratic expression requirements

and those points used also for the first two tested designs.

The minimum number of points required under numerous

explored variables has been an area of research since the

late 1950's. Draper and Stoneman proved that the set of

possible runs can be fractionated in a factoral way across

variable terms (Ref 14:186). Box and Draper showed, through

mathematical proofs and a computer hill-climbing search, that

a symmetric composite design called a cube plus star plus

center points is the most efficient in terms of runs require-

to define the quadratic response (Ref 6:739). A large number

of proposed designs have been published, and this thesis,

with five variable factors, used the five-factor cubie plus

star plus center point design published by Box (Ref 6). The

design is found in Appendix A. Normal notation for this

design designates -1 to represent the lower 1 mit of the

individual variable, +1 to represent the upper lim.it c.-; the

1 ;4



4" individual variable, and zero to define a center point

midway between the two.
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IX Use of a Flexible Resocnse Surface

This chapter describes the use of a fIexile respoonse

surface, developed from the model, to determine the worth o4

an aircraft capable of both intertheater and intratheater

delivery, the C-17. Because of the end goal selection, for

the analysis, of maximize combat power, the response surface

was eminently suited to address the sensitivity aspects and

shadow prices of any of the output variables. This

particular case was examined in direct response to the

statement of LTC Mueh, HQ USAF/SAGM, during the last MORS

conference. He stated that he was not aware of any

methodology which could express the incremental advantages c+

a dual-capable airlifter given all the other changing

parameters, or directly relate a quantitative measure of

worth between that aircraft and another. This viewpoint was

shared by Dr. M. Minneman, OCSD/R+E. Therefore, this case

was obviously an excellent vehicle for demonstrating te

worth of both an inter-intra joint ootimization model and the

flexible response theory as a sensitivity technique. First,

this chapter discusses the underlying question and the

scenario used. Second, the generation and verification of

the response surface will be addressed. Lastly, the

trade-offs between parameters will be demonstrated and

findings discussed.
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Backaround

In the recent past the Air Force and Congress aecided to

improve the capability of our strategic airlift fleet through

the procurement of 50 additional C-5 aircraft. Additional

progress to improve strategic airlift were the rewing of the

present C-5 force and measures to improve the C-5 and C-141

UTE rate. An important contribution to that decision was

made by the Congressionally Mandated Mobility Study. One of

the major assumptions of the CMMS was that "reception ports

and airfields were adequate to process all personnel and

cargo moved to the theater" (Ref 27:38). However, due to the

sparse nature of large airfields in the RDF's primary area of

interest, as reported by Abbey et.al. (Ref 1:5-13), the RDF

may need to deploy through a single APOD, which by itseif may

be many days travel from the proposed area of employment.

When deploying through a single strategic-airlifter capable

APOD, the requirements for supplies to be moved forward

create an increasing conflict for parking space and material

handling equipment between intertheater airlift and tactical

airlift aircraft. This conflict can only be alleviated by

moving transportation units to the theater, or by

fortuitously having so large an airfield that no parking

constraints emerge. Since the CMMS found an advantage in

C-17 use because of its direct delivery capability, which

negated the transhipment time between the APOD and the

employment area, distance was obviously a larcge factor.

Therefore, it was decided to investigate the C-5 uersus C-1-e
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decision using the variable factors C-5, C-17, APOD Size,

Material Handling Equipment, and Distance. To insure the

incorporation of distance as an important factor, similar to

the CMMS, the response chosen as the measure of effectiveness

(MOE) was combat power over time.

The current operating MAC fleet plus Stage II CRAF iere

made available as a scenario baseline. The APOD size parking

capability was varied between 2 and 10 simultaneously parked

C-5 aircraft (Ref 4:92). The Material Handling Equipment

(MHE) was varied between 288 and 1080 pallets a day offload

capability existing on the airfield before occupation and use

or movement of an ALCE (Ref 36:21-22). This equated to

100-5000 pallets per 5- day period. The distance between

the APOD and the deployment area was varied between 0 and 10

days travel time (Ref 32:12). The C-17 and C-5 were both

varied from a current number (8 and 60, respectively) to plus

50 aircraft. As the exact specifications for the proposed

C-5B were not yet tested, C-SA performance specifications

were used for the additional 50 C-5 aircraft. (This could be

easily changed by just entering the C-5B into the model as a

new aircraft, as the C-17 was.) A complete list of all tne

parameters entered as inputs to the model is on Tables 4, 5,

and 6. Units available for movement were the same as in

Chapter 7, and all were immediately available. This is a

simplification, but did not affect the relative merit

analysis of the two aircraft. Suppl ies were moved to tneate-

equal to 1.3 times daily consumption, and the Corns



Headquarters (Forward) was required to deploy by D+10.

Generation and Verification

The model was run 41 times using the points of the

design shown in Appendix.A, as described in the last chapten.

The data points generated were then entered to a Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) regression analysis

package, trying to fit any or all of three surface models.

The abbreviations used were:

W1=C-5 Wl2innumber of C-5 times number of C-17.
W2=C-17 W13-number of C-5 times APODSIZE.
W3-APDSZ W14rnnumber of C-5 times MHE in thousands.
W4-MHE
145-DIST And a similar convention for all other-

cross-product terms.

The first model proposed was linear, of the form

Response R gW,& +

which would have resulted in a five-dimensional hypeppane,

with very easy trade-offs between 831 and 82, which would

represent the incremental benefit to the response of C-5 and

C-17 respectively.

The second model checked was first order with

Interaction terms, of the formt

R* Gpi.. S.,. +,~ k SJ, 'a6J* 1 1r*v %it

9j £.W' & N ,,#-* " Im 4 S..Waji I .. 0, # sh. .jag, *i,* 4 e1V~

This would represent a m~uch mo-,e complex. t-4tsting

surface, but the f irvst partal & w tr '-espec t to bot, a, i2

* .*%05



would have given two equations, one of which would either

dominate the other, or intersect where the point of

intersection (or plane of intersection) would determine the

crossover point between an advantage of one plane to another.

The third equation was the same as the second but added

the quadratic (second order) terms

Br, through Bao would def i ne curvature rates for the surfaces

with respect to that term's axis.

The generated responses can be seen in Figures 6 7 and

8.' Tables 8 and 9 demonstrate the typical response to a mean

surface that reflects underdetermination of the true order of

the actual response. Table 10, for the second order surface,

shows the actual response conforms normally (in the sense of

normal distribution) to the generated surface, with a very

minimal standard deviation.

In fact, the programmed response of the package is that

99.5/. of the actual response can be accounted for by the

incorporation of the terms used in mathematical model three.

To oerify this quadratic response as a true indicator o-

model response, thirteen points were generated and run

through the model. Ten of these points were chosen rancomly,

using a vertical search procedure for numbers within the

range of four parameters on columns 1-4 of the random number

table in the 17th edition CRC. Three points were

106
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O:Po VAR*** 'I

VAP1ABLECS) E'ITEPED CN STEP 4

04ULTIOLE o-65 ANDVA OF SUM~ SQUARES ME4 SO* F
St SQUARE o9329 REGRESSIO.4 4. 2=35Z3' ?3379543 125.121
STO 0EV 1965T9 OESIDUAL 36. 211101b6 59.644 516. .
ADJ R SQUARE *92S4 CICEFF OF VARIABILITY 6*OPCT

VARIABLE a t.C. 83 F SIG. Or-A ELA3TIC:TY

APOSZ 70=3' *47q 274.5.6 .71532 04219S
"HEE IIoz? .357 153.474 o .34* .35,

Cl? *611 .'IT 63.744 ooO* 0304T7' .135r-6

CINSTAP1? 190577 5-125 is.& 3 0.11

F-LEVEL 31 TXLE.ANCE-LEVEL ZNSUFFICIEIT cCR FUprHP4E' Cq'1UT4IO4.

Piguw. 6. Roeealon Output, Agmamd Llue~r Igdo
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Residual Plot.

I Value r lit. Residual -2SD -2 SO

120.490 112.752 7.696 1
129.760 12.37 1.723 I
101.390 97.467 3.923 !
101.390 97.467 3.923 1
129.760 128.037 1.723 t .
1&210 1".472 2.996
81.832 81.033 .799 1
81.832 81.033 .799 

147.470 144.472 2.998
132.16 136./*70 -4.310 * I
86.755 89.035 -2.280 .
86.755 89.035 -2.280 .

132.160 136.470 -4.310 r
144.210 151.755 -7.545 • I
112.360 121.185 -4.805 .
57.847 73.750 -15.903 *
95.621 104.320 -a.699 .

103.810 120.754 -16.9"
60.549 57.315 3.234
85.076 104.750 -19.674 R I

165,.800 168.189 -2.389 .
153.660 159.757 -6.097 . I
124.870 129.187 -4.317 . r
61.032 65.747 -4.715
93.370 96.318 -2.948 *

126.440 122.371 4.069 1
99.369 91.801 7.%68
127.600 130.804 -3.4 . •
86.755 83.369 3.386 .
141.00 138.806 2.274 ,
80. 31 75.367 .977
117.901 107.886 10.814
117.900 107.086 10.814
138.860 133.703 5.157
108.840 103.133 5.707
148.660 142.136 6.524 r
90.474 94.701 -4. 27 .

156.170 150.138 6.032
W.781 86.699 2.082
128.130 118.418 9.712 z
128.130 118.418 9.712

SM - (8) Indicates estimate calculated wd.th sans substituted
R Indicates point out of range of plot

Iquation - lIt Order Liner
lumberm of cases plotted 41.
maber of 2 S.D. Outliers 3. or 7.32 percent of the total

Table VIII.
lee



VARIABLE(S) ':*'TERED ON STEP

4ULTIPLE * 9713 AN.0VA OF StJN SQUARES PEAN Sg. F
q SQUARE e9472 REGFESS!I 1). 29831.596 2991*16 53.861
S'D DEV 7*.. 5 qSIDUAL 311. 1659992' 55.331 SIG& .C
*0,1 Q SOQJAAE *921 7 CCEFF OF VARIABILITY 6.6PCT

VAPIABLE B S.E. 6 F SIG* oBEA ELASTICTY

U34 1.171 .465 6.341 9317 *46332 .186?:
1123 a2~ .37 *'57 0813 -o,3742 -6311sa
o:sT 0 14 1.784 .2.8 .652 *79176 OZ3619
C17 O.7-3 .357 49R21 eC36 0441s: .17367
APOS? 5.:55 1*1'72 6*!63 .016 *456:1 *2611
"HE 70745 3.945 3*-4,55 .159 .34932 .2,6'T
1145 -*434 .372 1.359 *25Z -e1329' -.15767
1135 -0,7 .116 0.2 : .650 -0)7117 -.32213

W125 -9- 6 At73 .'39 .844 -*'24?4 -43'aS4
CC41STAAT 2?77!6 15.238 3.-'..8 007?

F-LEVEL 2~TXLRAWiE-LEVEL 1I4SUFF:C:CPIT FOR FURTHER COWOurTTv4.

71w." 7. Reresion output, Asad Firt-der
Model idtli cross Products



MMIL RWXRESSION

RUBIAL PlOT

r Value r st. Residual -2S0

12D.451 112.752 7.698
129.760 128.037 1.723
101.390 97.467 3.923
101.390 97.467 3.923,
129.760 128.037 1.723
146. 2L0  144.472 2.998
81.832 81.033 .799 r 9
81.832 81.033 .799 1 •
147.470 14.472 2.998
132.160 136.470 -4-310 •
86.755 89.035 -2.280 1
86.755 89.035 -2.280

132.160 136.470 -4.310 T
144.210 150.269 -6.059 •
112.380 122.671 -10.291 .
57:847 72.264 -14.417 1
95.621 105.806 -10.185 z

103.810 111.389 -7.579 r
60.549 66.681 -6.132
85.076 95.384 -10.308 .
165.800 177.555 -11.755
153.660 158.80 -5.210 !
124.70 130.074 -5.2D4.*
61.032 64.860 -3.828 .
93.370 97.205 -3.835 .

126.440 121.634 4.806
99.369 92.538 6.831 z

127.600 126.468 1.132 t
86.755 87.704 -. 949 .

141.080 137.143 3.937
80.344 77.030 3.314
117.900 107.086 10.814
117.900 107.086 10.814
138.860 134.441 4.419
108.840 102.396 6.4"4
1.8.660 146.471 2.189
90.474 90.366 .108 !.

156.17 151.801 4.369
85.781 85.035 3.746
128.130 118.418 9.712
128.130 118.418 9.712

NOTE - (*) Indlcates estimate calculated with means substituted
R Indicates point out of rang* of plot

Number of casee plotted 41.
Number of 2 S.D.outliere or 0 percent of the total

Table IX



'U * * ULTIPLE R E s R ESS I 0 N. *

DEP. VAR*** 1

VARIABLE(S) ENTERED ON STEP 17
1111

HULTIPLE q .9-963 ANOVA OF SUN SQUARES MEAN SQ. F
R SQUARE .9966 IREGPES3ION 17. 31446.236 1949e779 401.334
STO D V 2.1469 RESZOUAL 23. 106.009 4.6)3 S!G. 0
AOJ R SQUARE .9942 CCEFF OF VARIABILITY 1e9PCT

VARIABLE B S.E, B F SIG. BETA ELASTICITY

134 1.264 .134 48860, 6 1 .49647 .2C2:5
123 -.C,."9 . 1l o663 .417 -0.3737 -.01191
DIST -.4!9 .709 .419 .524 05171 -02:39
955 .127 .349 60.86 .016 .1535 .033929
C17 1.240 .142 76.343 0 .89733 .275:9
APOSZ 9.436 1.412 44.654 .94992 .5125T
MHE 23.702 2.155 121.866 1.3T155 .633s2
144 -2.724 .305 83.3:.7 C -.77735 -. 261ZZ
1133 -o4cb .076 28.624 .OO -.45564 -.15208
W22 -.0C9 .002 21.856 .O0G -.27575 -. J7:39
1145 -434 .107 16.311 .0CI -.18264 -.35773
W35 -*3 04!4 2eC-.1 .135 -0:7v',7 -.*2215
1124 -.030 .021 1.916 *Is -.*6260 -.*1979
1125 -. 316 009 *472 o499 -e!24902 -o00654
1113 .0:3 .OIl .:82 o777 e"2596 013?2
CS -. 60 339 004.2 *843 -.33831 -. 51Z4
11 .: o o02 o ;25 .875 .32984 eG 2C 54
CONSTANT -1.460 19 075C o.,5 .942

F-LEVEL OR T31LERANCE-LEVEL 11SUFFICIENT FOR FURTH1ER COMPUTATI3No

Figure 8. Regression Output, Assumed Full

Quadratic Model

-v . -. . . S - - - - - - - - - - - - V.oo-1.



MULTIPLE REGRESSION

RESIDUAL PLOT.

Y Value Y Est. Residual -: -2S0 .00

120.450 120.45D -.000
129.760 130.302 -. 542 •
101.390 99.732 1.658 r
101.390 99.578 1.812 r
129.760 130.148 -.388 • I
146.240 145.562 .678 !
81.832 82.517 -.685 1
81.832 82.056 -.224 . r
147.470 146.331 1.139
132.160 133.115 -.955 *

86.755 86.055 .700 .
86.755 85.901 .854 !
132.160 132.961 -.So1 r
144.210 140.940 3.270
112.383 113.342 -.962 1
57.847 63.310 -5.463 R r
95.621 96.852 -1.231 .
103.810 108.972 2.838 .
60.549 57.543 3.006 1
82.076 84.371 -2.295 . -

165.800 168.263 -2.463 . z
153.660 154.448 -.788
124.870 125.652 -.782 - ±

61.032 60.217 .815 r
93.370 92.561 .809 1
126.440 126.811 -.371 * z
99.369 97.715 1.654 z
127.600 126.026 1.574 1
86.755 87.636 -. 881 1
141.080 141.607 -.527 . I
80.344 81.273 -.929 . I
117.900 118.237 -.337 1
117.900 118.083 -.183 .1
138.860 139.618 -.758 .
108.8WO 107.573 1.267 r
148.660 146.028 2.632 1
90.474 90.298 .176 re
156.1"/o 156.265 -.095 .1
88.781 89.278 -.497 1

128.130 129.569 -1.439 *

128.130 129.416 -1.286 "

NOTE - (*) Indicate. estimate calculated with means substituted
R Indicates point out of range of plot

Number of cases plotted 41.
Number of 2 S.D. outliers 1. or 2.44 percent of the total

Table 1.
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specifically chosen as triplet extreme points., w ere At co-c'

be expected the most error would develop because these points

were furthest from any used for calculation of the response

surface. The results are tabulated in Table 11. The

response surface equation was computerized as program acd.-F

(Appendix 3). The average error of +.088% and the extreme

error of 6.82% are an easy price to pay for a surface wnhic?

estimates so closely any of 2,317,491 possible points. T,-e

model has its worst error at the extreme range where .PCD

size is at a minimum, and then gives an optimistic "esponse.

This can serve only to induce error (b;,as) in favor the

C-5, since the C-5 and not the C-17 is constrained A -D

size.

Findings

The first and most obvious finding is the net worth of

additional C-5 aircraft to the net worth of additional C-17

aircraft. Using the regression step 10 results ,an

R SQUARE term of 99.35. which means 99 .3 X of the reoonse

can be explained, the factors are s-o,_wn n -ficure '.

It is obvious that additional C-5 aircraft are not even

in this ecuation. To force C-5 aircraft into the equjation,

we must go to the last step, where vie obtain the factors

shown in figure 10.
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VARIABLE(S) ENTERED Ch STEP 10
W22

PULTIPLE q *9968 AN-OVA OF SUM SgUARES MEAN SQ. I
R SQUARE .9935 REGRESSION 10. 3134a397 3134.840 i61.
STO OEV 2.*6 67 RESIDUAL 3C. 203.848 6.795 SZG.
ADJ R SQUARE &9914 CCEFF OF VARIABILITY 203PCT

VARIABLE B S.E. B F SIG. BETA ELASTIC:

U34 1.264 .163 69o23F .00- *4647 o202'
W23 -. C 1;9 .013 .463 .50:A -*13737 -,.11

DIST -2.349 .418 31.561 .00. -.26446 -.1C4'
14!5 e122 004.Q 9.364 *OC5 e14693 *037 ,

C17 1.132 .114 o7.830 JOet 063T53 .251.'
APOSZ 90369 .963 5,153 .OC .34571 05.0,
""E 21w.'97 1o811 135.657 o.G- .9-317 .561-
444 -2*&2T .248 128.9i3 .0: -. 78738 -. 264.
W33 -0417 *C62 45.1:4 .20. -.46566 -. 1561
W22 -... 9 .C02 349662 .CO0 -92927" -. 0721
CONSTANT 6.325 5.471 1.336 .257

Figure ?. 9*.$5%- Response Su,,+ace
MULTIPLE R -°" 3 ANOVA OF 3UM SQUARES MEAN SO. F
R SQUAiE , RkGRES.VJ 17. 3144o2 36  1-4..171 I01.2
STD I)EV 4ES 109 F.: .A L 23. 106.00:- e~ O" G.
ADJ R 3tOU4RE . 42 COEFF OF VARIABILITY 1. PCT

VARIA4LE S .E. B I SIG. B_TA ELAGTICI1

1434 1.15C1 .134 '16 .447q .220,
W23 -. 0. ,011 .6 3 .417 -. 03737 --011 1
DIST .11 .41: .524 -. 05111 -.0203-
W55 .127 S04- 6. 06 .016 .153 .03.2-
C17 1.2 0 .142 76.31.3 0 .67..3 .2750.
APOS7 1.436 1.4112 44."14 0 -- 42 -50251
M4E 23.12 2.155 121. St$ 0 1.0715- -033f,;
U444 -2.7 4 .305 3.317 0 -. 777 5 -. 2r10,
1433 -.40. .016 2 .624 .000 -.4V5S4 -. 152 -
W22 -. 00. .002 21. 46 .000 -. 21515 -. 0703:
W45 -. 434 .107 16.311 .001 -.1 2c, -.09771
W435 -. ,1 .034 2.o-1 .13 -. G70C7 -. 02?1:U24 -. 030 .021 1. 1i .1--a -0062;, -01 T

.-00, *00- .12 .4- -.024 3 -. O0j4
W13 .003 .011 .3 2 .777 .025; .31,

L1f, .33- .. 0 . 43 -. U3 31 -. 091l34W1l .000 -002 .3.5 .75 .O.. 12-4
CONSTA4 T -1.60 1 .750 0C5 .- 42

;:gure 19. 54. 7 2/ Response 5ur'ace

, :L-OuS output of this gene'sted sur.ace s t B,

t*, sceri-, = :) is ooerat r; g at a Iar.e 9 ize :-, t E

:a pab Ii t , a ir i e . ar n r e a Se -H t 0 ts rax:unVA',e



-~% -J- -. " 0. - *

(an increase of 4, to 5) can result in an objective furction

increase of 4 x 23.8 = 96, whereas either 50 '0-5 or 50 0-17

added to the fleet can make a maximum contribution of less.

Thherefore, a buy of prepositioned MHE may In some cases

generate more combat power than a buy of aircraft.

Rapid use of this response surface equation can be made

to find the value of the response with varying parameters.

To test the effects of a buy of 50 C-5 and 50 C-i7 aircraft,

the response was checked at both the worst case for the 0-5

and the best case, it being assumed that where the "-5 does

worst, the relative advantages of a C-I7 fleet w..i b:e tine

most, and vice versa. The generated response surface was

coded and is listed in Appendix 2.

The response surface was first tested at a point wnere

the worst possible environment exlstee for the C5 - tr:e

minimal APOD size, MHE prepositioned equipment, ano " aximum

travel distance to the front line area. It was then tested

at an environment which catered to the C-5 fleet - the

largest possible APOD, maximum prepositioned MHE,. and mrinial

distance to the front. The current fleet, the :urrent f<eet

with 56 additional C-5A aircraft, anc; current fleet .tw:th 53

C-17 aircraft have their responses tabulated in figure 11.

The primary factor to realize with these reskclts is t-.!

the buy of C-5 versus 0-17 is not in a vacuum or separate'-

compartmented, but as an addition to the airlift 'et

a'L .,. , . , . - . . -. ,,.) ,-, -j,,, , - q ,-,,-, -"''',,.k.";"'*'.., ,''"'q'.,'-.



Current Buy 50 Buy 50 Z Advantage

Ileet C 5 C 17 Buy C 5 Buy C 17

Worst setting for C s 38.0 38.08 72.5 0 90

Best setting for C 5 163.5 164.2 180.0 .4 16.2

leat airport,vorst distance 140.6 141.4 165.0 .5 17.3

Figure 11. Results of a C-17 vs. C-5 Buy, Single APOD.

Additional C-5 aircraft still compete at the APOD ior s.ap.:e

and servicing with C-141, CRAF, and C-130 aircraft. C,.,ie e r

C-17 aircraft need compete only at the forward airfieldts, id

then only with C-130s. In fact, C-17 aircraft much reouce
the overall requirement for C-130 aircraft. A regression

response surface was generated, using the same data olnts

but with the output variable C-130 usage as the resonse

variable, and checked to find what its major component

factors were. The presence of the C-17 aircraft, -y 'tself 1

expressed over 61% of the response variability. The 2

response was:

t.o , .f (.r1)
""

. o, I-JZ - .- 1 806 - Q. 13- P.-o.g't Afuo o@..

±k i.. P'S1wc4 -. k~3 W32-.ye- f V ir'f" Z,.Z M I. - W'vf -.4 t-.r -+e .al

Therefore, the presence of C-17 aircraft not only

enhanced delivery of combat power because of .direct e .ery

of combat troops and supplies to the front, but a1sc recuce:

the congestion of the APOD due to C-130 transhiprnen of
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supplies, before truck transportation units were deliverec.

Since the C-5s, in all runs, are not fully utilized because

of airport size limitations, by reducing the numer o+ C-i$'7s

required, the use of C-17s expanded the usefulness of the C-5

fleet at the expense of the C-130 fleet. The output response

of the regression analysis is shown in Figure 12.

Since truck transportation units were needed in all

scenarios where the travel distance between the APOD and the

front was greater than zero days, another response surface

was generated for the effects of the five varied parameters

on truck usage (Figure 13). Although distance ;s the most

important factor, the C-17 interaction term is next to en.ter

the stepwise regression. Since it has a negative

coefficient, more C-17s mean less need for trucks.

Because of the interrelationships of factors, to attain

an estimate of the trade-off point between the C-17 and the

C-5, we must take the first partial of the equation with

respect to the variable, thus

.. ... 06. r + . . . AP.. utL

Entering our former limits, worst case, of APOD = 2, !HE =

1808, DIST = 10, we have the response due to C-5 as:

-.g+ .o'c .*3 I) - .e 00(eS

and the inflection point at which more C-5s haee ne:res_ '

worth is at C-5 .618/.006 = I0, which is below tre :,ru ols

n1%



W:4

MULY!PLE i6 ANOVA OF SU4 SQUARtES MEAN1 32. F
R SQUARE .4-29 EGPE33J 110 3 969.552 736;*668 li.741
STO OEV 6.7 ; ESIDUAL 29. !98740075 SPS.3L3 STSO
£0.3 ; SOQUARE .- 2 CcE-FF IF VAR!ABIL:TV 137*10CT

a ..BL. 8 F SIG. BEIA ELASTZC:TY

11:2 * 66 . 16 :.i54 o3 : 1.11713 3.Y-.516

APW-.327 b...5 .*2 1.13751 6.465 5
0:3T 4 04 3 q.i4d 6.932 .:IC *91327 3.7-,14o

W -. 4 4 .39n l. :6 .32, -.273Z2 -. T34--i
f"E 5'.Z' 5 1u.654 2.3 7 .14 .63723 3*97'75

CNST AP? -p :3.111 !2 W44 3. :5 i~5?

IEASION WLYSIS -Cl30

VAR:AI3LS(T3 Rr M VEO :% srEP 17
W: 1

MULT:OL-: .4-%3 2 AVCVA OF SU14 SQUARES 4rEAN SO. F
R SQUAR- .72 -:. rG UE - -1C 13. 15.26., 1.174 '5*55
310 orEV .4' "6 FESI'OUAL 27. 5.7Z^3 .211 SIG. .

ACJ 3E3JJAPE.5--' C EFF CF VARIABIL'TY S:.SFCl

VAI1aRLE '3 S*Z. a F SIG* 8ar4 ELASTIC!TY

1d34 * 7 .725 .4:-A 049i .
3

6
3 2 i .4633

U!S- !i ..T 7 1046: 6 : -1 .4324i -1.506,2
:*S 03! .3.35b *"! 10!6B2. 2.67'4f4

W24 *5 ... 4 1.416 .244 .42'!A . 5"74 .
w2 .. .054. .469 -. 22T7! -. 231

W303 0 *'-2 1.469 .236 04551', .62231
CIT -0 - .. 23 0.66 .389 -.43217 -. 7361'2
A;)DSZ o 2f; .7:3 .364 -.77437 196

W!3 0 .1. ,2 z *I 34S *4374. .625 6
'413 .-,2 .1 -, .667 032T!5 *731 T
W44 0 . 14.5.9e 16

-.5 2 .1li 0 41 .841 -. ,Ts: -.1:39,
Cl -. oS1 6:i .:3 .733 -I3 -.633:1
CIN ST ANJ T 2 1 1.*411 o.'42 e939

WOMION~f NPLYSIS - TMJW cWKIES



of the problem and hence unrel iable. The response at t*r:

same worst case point is, for the C-17,

1.41231 -- 018& CC' 7) -. aei"I -. 02417 -. , 1 .017 - Oi8ZIi7)

The inflection point for this curve is at the point i? t

1.817/.0182 - 99.8 which is also beyond the bounds of the

problem. So far the response surface has revealed that with

the worst case of tiny airfield, minimal handling equipment,

and large travel distance between the APOD and the front

line, more C-5 aircraft beyond the 60 in the model are not

useful, and C-17 aircraft added to the present fleet are

useful throughout the studied range (58). This result -.As

intellectual appeal, since it appears eminently sensible.

A more important, or interesting, observation is the

comparative value towards increasing the response leve, at

the "best case", which should favor the C-5. The extreme of

an APOD capable of handling 188 pallets per day 2 7.7 C-5

sorties), before any ALCE deployment, and zero distarce

between the APOD and the deployment area should give a"

possible advantage to the C-5.

The C-5 response is

II-

which again gives an inflection point of 1 10, which is

below the problem bounds.

The C-17 response is

" -. o e (c.1. 'C
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which again gives an inflection point beyond (above) the

problem limit. The model response is basically that there

are presently sufficient C-5s in the active fleet, give-n the

constrained airfield and constrained processing facilities.

Graphs were prepared which illustrate the need for C-.I7

aircraft to accomplish a set of fixed goals, given an APOD

size, MHE level, and distance between the APOD and "he

deployment area. They are presented in Tables 12, 13, and

14, and Figures 11, 12, and 13.

It is readily apparent that for a fixed goal, tne need

for C-17 aircraft decreases as the parameters becone les

stringent. Assuming a large APOD and sufficient processing

and handling equipment at the APOD, the graphs show that no

C-17 aircraft are needed for both the lower goals. The

trend, even with the highest goal, is to minimize the

requirement for C-17 as the size of the APOD increases.

However, these curves were drawn with C-17s added to the

current force. Curves drawn with 50 C-5s added to the

current force show virtually no improvement over tne c.,rrent

force, as was demonstrated in the tabulated responses o+

Figure 10. The additional C-5 curve with zero slope shows no

need for any additional C-5 aircraft in this region oF

restricted APOD size and MHE available. Without C-17, )-.ot

even the lowest goal is consistently achievable at all pc!nt-

in the searched region.
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OA t POWE GOAL - 100

APODSZ. in C5 space 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

APOD MH in ,000 Pallets/5 Days
1 X X 1 43 34 25 17 10 4

DAPWT-0 3 39 24 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 32 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 X X X X 44 36 29 23

DAPM=5 Days 3 X 41 27 13 0 0 0 0 0

5 49 30 11 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 X X X X X44 36 30 23

DAPM-lO Days 3 X 41 27 13 0 0 0 0 0

5 49 30 12 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table XII. Numbers of C17 Needed, Plus Present

Force, to Achieve a Set Goal (=100)
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Figure 12. Need for Cl?, Constant Power (Goa.100O).
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COMBAT POWER GOAL =125

APODSIZE inC5 spaces 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
APOD 1(HE in ,000 Pallets/5 Days

1 11XX43 34 25 1710 4
DAPDFT-0 3 X 1 4935 22 9 00 0

5 11X33 150 0 00 0

1 x 11 1 1 x
DAPDF'r5 Days 3 1111X4027 15 4 0

5 XI X 1X33 16 0 0 0

1 11 11 1 I
DAPDFlO0Days 3 1111 X40 28 164 0

5 111X34 16 0 00 0

Table XIII. Numbers of C17 Needed, Plus Present

Force, to Achieve a Set Goal (=125).
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Figure 13. Need for C17, Constant Power (Goal=125).
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* 771

COMBAT POWER FOAL 150
APODSIZE in C5 spaces 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

APOD MNE in ,000 PaUets/5 Days

1 X X X X X X X X X

DAPDUT=O 3 X X X X X 50 39 27 17

5 X X X x 38 22 5 0 0

S1X X X I I X X X

DAPDT=-5 Days 3 X X X X X X X 47 36

5 X X X X X 40 24 8 0

1 XX X X X x I
DAPFT= lODays 3 X X X X X X X 47 37

5 X X X X X 41 24 9 0

Table XIV. Numbers of C17 Needed, Plus Present

Force, to Achieve a Set Goal (=150).
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Figure 14. Need for C17, Constant Power (Goal=t50).
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The direct outputs of the response surface metho't,,ogy

as a means of determining sensitivity of the output variables
6]

to changes in several key parameters while maxir: z;ng ccmat

power delivered to a theater have already been describe-.

These outputs (combat power, C-130 usage, truck units

deployed) were all generated using the basis variables and

response variable for the single set of 41 runs of the model,

shown in Appendiz A. Therefore, the single set of 41 runs,

gives the user the flexibil ity to search a very wide span of

interrelated variables -and how each is affected by any cr all.

of the changing parameters, because the rotatable

orthogonality of the used design insures independence o t e

regression output coefficients. This was substantiate: not

only by the design theory but also by the final co:.;..arince

matrix output by the SPSS regression package. Because each

point of the design is a result of a deterministic linear

program, there is no stochasticity whatsoever in tne output.

and therefore, heterocedasticity is not a consideratio.-.

. Multicollinarity could be a problem using a design such as.

this, but the design was searched using three -way

interactions beyond the full quadratic response, and tnheir

contribution found to be negligible.

Just as important as the var iabi l i ty in the ba=is vecto:.-

of the 41 orthogonal runs were the commonal i ties. For -all.

runs, the maximum allowable UTE rate of the C-141 f,eet ...

an upper bound constraint for the first ten days. The

highest C-5 UTE rate achieved for any ;cenario ,as '.2. "
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for all runs, the capacity of the available quartermast

resupply airdrop companies to rig supplies for airdrop

upper bound constraint. Two runs of the moc.e , were mac

without any constraints on airdrop resup.ply, which r-esu

in all combat unit resupply being airdroppedo, A thirty

percent increase in combat power over the constrained c

and an extra brigade of the 101st Division being moved

end of twenty days. Since the UTE rate of the C-5 (at

was never an upper bound, several runs were made to det

what would cause it to become an upper bound. Even Uil+

most fauorable airport conditions, only a decrease :

ground time from 3.3 to 2.75 hours caused the C-5 UTE

become a bounding constraint.

Limitations on the Response Surface

The response surface can only be utilized w.ithin t

bounds of its domain. Since it forces a mathematical 7

to recreate an actual response, the bounds on that mode

integral parts of the generated coefficients. An

illustr; tion of this point is shown below. I th2 actu

response is cubic in nature, and a quadratic surface Ia

fit to one part of the variable range, the response a-

1. 2, and 3 will be correct, but the surface response a

point 4 will be widely variant from the actual response

at point 5.
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Figure 17. Response Surface Limitations.

In program add.f, which is the compute7-zed ves .i:" , o

the regression response surface output, points within the

domain have a small error, but points outside 7-.e d:,si n .r

unreliable. An illustration of this ;s to inout APS_- S..--e :.=

25, MHE as 20, and the response for the curre-t l-eet

capabil it>y is negative. This i s due to th.e :rt .

which "blow-up" past the domain bouncaries. Th 2efor. . t,

rel ook at the problem wi th expanded parameters, .. set.... i

data points must be generated. Even to or'. . ep.an. one

parameter, for example APOD from 10 to 12, the cente'r Point-

as well as the end-points would need to t'e ..... in .to

insure orthogonal i t: of the matri. set . m:nri:e

covar i ance.



X Conclusions and Recomnmendation=

This paper has described a multiolje.ctive optimizatio-

based on force goals which interrelate intertheater movement,

intratheater movement, and deployable unit capabilities.

Decisive advantages are shown by the approach to the problem,

which can be used to send at least the force needed, minimize

the waste of resources, and accomplish these miss>:os -faster

and more exactly than the current interservice operating

system. In addition, it has been demonstrated t_ at a

'exible reiponse surface methodology can result n a

reduction (f a fully computerized and intricate lare scale

model to an equation which can be programmed on a nani-neid

calculator, and with which major force design concepts maY be

rapidly searched, with minimal probable error.

Conclusions

Although the model explored in this particular- response

surface is a scaled version of the proposec full,-scale mocel,

several preliminary conclusions were drawn specific to the

Mideast scenario studied. These are:

1. For the Air Force:

a. For the given scenario, the UTE rate. used in

the model was consistently an upper bound on C-1-1

performance over the first ten days. There-ore. a UTE

rate increase beyond the 12.5 assumed in the sceriaric

for the C-1.4i stretch will increase procucti i ty o4 ths

I 38
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airlift fleet for rapid deployment.

:. The C-5 will benefit most, in the studied

scenario, from decreasing the average grou-d time. A

decrease in ground time of from 3.3 to 2.75 hours .,'

make the C-5 much more productive at restricted

airports. The highest UTE rate used in the model for

the given scenario under goal programing methoaolog:. .as

9.2, and therefore extreme efforts to increase the C-5

UTE rate beyond that figure in order to enhance the

rapid deployment mission may be non-productive.

c. The key factors affecting the productivity, cf

the current fleet was the availability of material

handling equipment and the size of the APOD, as 5h:,.,F.

the weight given to these factors in the respons=e

surface (Figure 8). A set of prepositioned ALCE anc

materiel handling equipment (MHE) at possible oaployment

airfields where the airfield is large in corparison to

existing MHE capability would considerably increase t-e

rapid throughput of any force.

2. For the Army:

a. The limitation on airdrop resupply due to the

capabilities of existing rigger companies cors stantI>

bound the problem. Unbounded by this, airdrop 7esupl-y

greatly increased the rapid deployment of the force by0

lessening the congestion at the APOD. To enhance _rce

deployment in the giuen scenario, either more ,;o e

companies are required in the active cmy, or :.er :ge,
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pallets of supplies for a deployable force should be

located at a C-141 base which doesn't deploy combat

troops and equipment.

b. Medium truck companies were consistently

deployed by the model to move cargo in the postulated

scenario. Less truck companies were moved when C-!7

aircraft were present, but the medium truc< companies

with their outsize cargo placed a significant burden on

the C-5 fleet, in the developed scenario, for all but

the largest airfields. Prepositioning of transpcrtation

assets at a critical APODs during peacetime might.

similar to MHE equipment, be a less costly and more

viable option than prepositioning of combat unit

equipment, and would increase combat unit througnput at

the APOD.

Recommendat ions

1. The model should be developed into a user-friendly

computer package rather than its existing mathematical form.

2. A systems approach using goal programing should be

used to generate unit movement and force structure

requirements for the Rapid Deployment Force.

3. Based on the results of this research, a ful' scale

model should be developed. A flexible response surface

should then be created varying simultaneously the parnamt<:C

factors of attrition, cost, UTE rate, load ca._ability. .:r,nd

time, plus the factors varied in this tresis. 7-1 s ,,;C'.j'c
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prdvide a definitive conclusion as to which aircra4t, the

C-17 or the C-5, the Air Force should procure -.s an addition

to the present airlift fleet for the force deploxrent

mission, and where any tradeoff points exist.
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APPENDIX A.

INPUT DESIGN OUTPUT RESPCNtSE

C5 C17 APD MHE DIST PWR TRK C30

sort:A-
days :-:o

1 85 25 6 3 5 120.45 .912 0
2 118 58 6 3 5 129.76 .529 0
3 110 0 6 3 5 101.39 .400 15?.p
4 60 8 6 3 5 101.39 .400 159.9

5 68 50 6 3 5 129.76 .529 0
6 68 25 10 3 5 146.24 1.55 0
7 60 25 2 3 5 81.832 .739 8
8 68 25 2 3 5 81.832 .739 0
9 110 25 10 3 5 147.47 1.95 8
18 118 25 6 5 5 132.16 2.125 0
11 110 25 6 1 5 86.755 3 8
12 118 25 6 1 5 86.75 0 0
13 60 25 6 5 5 132.16 2.125 0
14 60 50 6 5 5 144.21 1.87 0
15 85 0 6 5 5 112.38 1.34 83.3
16 85 0 6 1 5 57.847 .512 47.2.
17 85 50 6 1 5 95.621 0 0
18 85 25 18 1 5 103.81 1.3 0
19 85 25 2 1 5 68.55 0 0
28 85 25 2 5 5 82.076 .809 8
21 85 25 10 3 5 165.80 2.681 8
22 85 50 10 3 5 153.66 1.68 r
23 85 0 18 3 5 124.87 .728 166.6
24 85 0 2 3 5 61.832 .831 0
25 85 50 2 3 5 93.37 .669 8
26 85 58 6 3 8 138.86 0 8
27 85 8 6 3 8 188.84 0 8
28 85 25 6 5 0 148.66 0 0
29 85 25 6 1 0 90.474 0 0
38 85 25 10 3 8 1561.17 0
31 85 25 2 3 0 88.781 3 0
32 118 25 6 3 0 128.13 . 8
33 60 25 6 3 0 128.13 0 8
34 85 50 6 3 18 126.44 .670 0
35 85 0 6 3 10 99.36? .679 1,66.6
36 85 25 6 5 10 127.6 0 0
37 85 25 6 1 1@ 86.755 0 0
38 85 25 10 3 10 141.08 .17 0
39 85 25 2 3 10 80.344 .356 0
40 110 25 6 3 to 117.90 .615 0
41 60 25 6 3 10 117.9 .615 0
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pjrogram add --- -
write(6,'*)'inpuT. c5'
read(S,*)wl
write(6,*)'input C17'

.4 read(5,')wZ
write(6,*)'input APOD SIZE'
read(5,*)w3
write(6,*)'Input MHE'
read(S,*)w4
write(6,*)'input DISTANCE'
read(5,')wS

c calculate mean value
rl- 1.2645*w3*w4-.0089*w2*w3-.4593*w5+1.2396*w2+.l273,
r2-9.4356w3+23.7924w4-2.7839w4*w4-.4079*w3*w3-.0091
r3--4535*w4*w5- .0832*w3*wS- .0297*w2*w4-.8059*wZ'w5
r4m.I031*wl*w3-.0680*wl+.0003*wl*wl-1 .4603
respmmrlI+rZ+r3+r4

c calculate lower 95X limit
r5-.9B69*w3*w4- .031 l'w2*w3-1 .9267*w5+.0264*w5*w5e.9461
r6m6.5146*w3+19.3339*w4-3 .4149*w4*w4- .5657*w3*w3- .1132
r7--.6556*w4l w5-. 1942*w3*w5-.0741*w2*w4-.0237*w2*w5
rSm-.0191*wl'w3-.7687'wl-.fl37*w1'wl-42.3157
respb-r5+r6+r 74rS

c calculate upper 95% limit
r9-1l. 5425'w3*w4' .8133*w7*w3+l .0081*w5 . 2283*w5*w5+l .53:
r10-I2.3566*w3.Z8.2508*w4-2.1530*w4*w4-.2502*w3*w3
rllm-.0051*w2*wZ-.2115*w4*w5+.0279*w3*w5+.1147*w2*w4
r12- .1119*w2*w5+. .253*wl'w3+ .6326*wl+.0043*wl 1.39 .3951
respt-r9+r10~r1 1~r12

c Interact with user
print', 'mealn' ,respm
print*,'bottom limit-',respb
print*'top limft-',respt
prtnt*,'another run? yin-I/I'
read (5,')nans
if(nans.eq.1)go to IN
end
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------pr.oqram r
W1 -60.g
w4-3 .8

IN prnt* ipu goal'
read(.,o)w6
do 2z jm2,jZ,I
w3-1I
am--665. .I9*w3

Prtnt*,'Cl7u '.017
21 continue

Print,'another? yin- 1/8'road(5 I Ilsh
ffnans.eq. 1)thenprtnta,'chang. data? y/n *15read( 5, )nans2
ff(na n92.eq.l1)then

read(5.*)w4
print *.*DISTANCE -
read(5,*)wS

end ff
end If
t(nana.*q.l)go tO IN
end
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